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Officials: 2 spans of Kenlake bridge down
Blue& Gold after being struck by huge cargo ship
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By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
and ANGIE HATTON
Staff Writers
A group has formed to start a
petition for a vote on package
alcohol sales in Murray, but
attempts by the Ledger & Times
to identify the person(s) behind
it have so far been unsuccessful.
A half-page ad in the Sports
section of Thursday's Ledger &
Times included a form for registered city voters to complete
and a post office box to which
they could send the form. The
ad did not include a contact or
phone number.
"The Grow Murray movement is circulating a petition to
finally bring to vote the issue of
selling 'packaged' alcoholic
beverages in Murray," the ad
states. -This movement consists
of a large group of citizens that
feel the time has come for this
vote. Whether you choose to
purchase alcohol or not, there
will always be those in Murray
who do, and, as it stands now,
they have to go and pay someone in paducah (sic] or Cadiz or
elsewhere for packaged alcohol.
wine or spirits. Especially now.
with the economic difficulties
facing us all, it seems ludicrous
to spend so much money out of
our community that could stay
here and benefit our citizens and
our community."
Calloway County Clerk Ra).
Coursey said that he had heard

•See Page 2A
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AP and STAFF REPORTS
so spans of the Eggner Ferry
Bridge over Kentucky Lake collapsed Thursday after being struck
by a cargo ship carrying aviation parts,
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet officials
said.
Keith Todd, public information officer
for KTC District I and 2, said the U.S.
Coast Guard reported that the Motor
Vessel Delta Mariner struck the main span
of the U.S. 68/KY 80 Eggner Ferry Bridge
at about 8:10 p.m. The pilot reported he
was running withotit any barges in tow.
The captain also reported no vehicles were
on the bridge at the time of the incident
and that there were no injuries among the
20 crew members on board the vessel as of
Thursday night. The tow boat was afloat
and holding position just downstream from
the bridge as officials investigated
Thursday.
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HAWKINS TEAGUE, RICKY MARTIN and GREG TRAVIS photos
Pictured at top is the Eggner Ferry Bridge adjacent to the Kenlake
State Resort Park in Aurora in a recent photograph. At bottom right,
lights froMke Delta Mariner can be seen in the darkness as it sits
next to a bridge support. At bottom left, numerous law enforcement
officials and emergency personnel block traffic at the intersection of
KY 80 and U.S. 68 leading to the bridge.
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Todd: Full inspection of
structure could take days

Wet-dry petition
for package sales
being circulated
throughout city

Briggs & Stratton to
move some overseas
production to Murray

Daily Forecast
The National Weather Service
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 47. Northwest wind at
7 mph becoming south southwest.
Friday Night: A slight chance
of rain and snow after midnight.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 36. Light wind becoming west northwest between 10
and 13 mph. Winds could gust
as high as 20 mph. Chance of
precipitation is 20 percent.
Saturday: Mostly sunny. with
a high near 43. West northwest
wind between 6 and 15 mph,
with gusts as high as 23 mph.
Saturday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 28.
West southwest wind between
5 and 8 mph.
Sunday: Sunny, with a high
near 45. West wind between 7
and 13 mph, with gusts as high
as 20 mph.
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CCHS HOMECOMING COURT: Pictured are members of the 2012 Calloway County High
School Basketball Homecoming Court. From left, are, Makayla Kim, Taylor Futrell, Abby
Futrell. Lauren Benson, Neely Gallimore and Kayla Adams. The Homecoming Queen will be
announced Tuesday, Jan. 31, prior to the varsity game between CCHS and Lone Oak.
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Joe Dick and H. Glenn Doran, Honorary Co-Chairs
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Boy Scouts of America
Tuesday, February 7. 2012 • 7:30-8:55Am
Murray Room - CFSB Center • Murray State University
Guest Speaker: Stew Pmhst, MSU Basketball Coach

jobs.
By ANGIE HATTON
Laura Timm, a company
Staff Writer
Briggs & Stratton has spokesperson. said the plan is
announced that it will close a to move the production line to
plant in Ostrava, Czech the Murray facility by the end
Republic, and send the work of the fiscal year on June 30.
Local hiring is not expected
to Murray.
The company made the at this time, added Timm.
"We believe we've got
Thursday,
announcement
along with the news that it will capacity to take production
close a plant in Newbern, from Ostrava into the Murray,
Tenn., and continue to reduce Kentucky plant, and we're not
manufacturing capacity at a anticipating any employment
changes at this time. But,
facility in Poplar Bluff, Mo.
The
Czech obviously, we don't have a
Ostrava,
Republic facility currently crystal ball, so should the marmanufactures small engines ket react in a favorable way,
for the outdoor power equip- we will certainly look at it at
ment industry. Work there is that time." said Timm.
expected to wind down by
March IS. ending 77 overseas •See Page 2A
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Sewer expenses approved by council;
employee health insurance also discussed
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Stan Writer
The Murray City Council on
Thursday approved a $75,000
expenditure for the wastewater
plant.
City Administrator Matt
Mattingly said the money would
pay for a Godwin self-priming
portable pump, a I2-inch plug
valve and two 18-inch sluice
gates. He said this would allow
the plant to treat sanitary sewer
overflows during periods of
heavy rain so the city could
meet environmental regulations
from the Kentucky Division of
Water. The project should be
complete within a 10-week time
frame, he said.
"Basically, when our sewer
overflows or we have sanitary
sewer come out of our manholes
within the wastewater plant, it

goes into a catch basin,"
Mattingly said before the council meeting in a Public Works
Committee meeting. "That
catch basin then pumps it out of
the plant into Bee Creek. The
state's saying, 'That's wrong.
We'd like you to pump that back
into the system, have it
processed and then pump it
out."
The
Health
Insurance
Committee and the full council
also listened to a report from
Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield
representative Celene Marshall
on the city's insurance costs.
Finance Director Alan Lanier
said Anthem would be back
again in April, July and October
to keep the council updated.
Marshall informed the council
on the city's costs for health
insurance claims. She said there

were currently 14 covered by
city health insurance who had
claims above $25,000. Of those,
seven were above $50,000, two
were above $150,000 and one
was above $300,000, she said.
The total for medical and drug
claims in 2011 was $1.9 million,
she said.
In other business:
• The council approved the
first reading of an ordinance to
include in the budget a capital
expense of $13,000 to repair the
aerial slide pad on the fire
department's ladder truck.
• The council approved an
expenditure of $34,350 to purchase to purchase a one-ton
pickup for the gas department.
The truck it replaces was totaled
on Dec. 28, and the city
received approximately $14,000
in insurance money.

rename a small portion of
Arcadia Circle and North 13th
Street near the Sid Easley
Alumni Center after the late
Rushing. The

stretch of road totals 1,080 feet
and will be called Rushing Way
if the second reading is passed.
•Police Chief Jeff Liles recognized several employees for
promotions, including Sgt. Scott

From shipspottmg.com
This photo taken from the Internet shows what one kind of
Delta Mariner looks like.

•Bridge collapse...
From Front

Svebakken, Sgt. Chris Scott.

Todd was unable to say where
the ship was traveling when it
ognized for receiving an struck the bridge. He said KTC
engineers were on the bridge
Impaired Driving Award from
late Thursday night to evaluate
the state.
the stability of the bridge structure.
"We have asked police and
emergency management on site
to keep everyone off the bridge
at this time," Todd said in an
website.
email.
"Engineers have moved
"It was a very difficult deciup the approach spans and (are
sion to close these production checking)
each one to determine
facilities;
however, these if there has been collateral damchanges are a necessary step in age from the initial impact. As
they check each span and are
executing our strategy to grow
assured it is safe for them to
the profitability of our business proceed up the bridge,
they will
and invest our resources in high
move to the next span and check
margin and margin expanding it until they get to the span that
areas. We will make a dedicated has been hit."
"We have just confirmed that
effort to minimize the impact of two spans of the bridge
are
these closings on our employees down," Todd continued. "A full
and the surrounding communi- evaluation to determine what
repairs, if any, might be possible
ties," he continued.
will likely take several days."
The closure of the plant in
Officials said the bridge was
Tennessee will lay off 240 regu- closed to traffic, causing vehilar employees and 450 tempo- cles needing to cross the
Kentucky Lake reservoir and
rary workers. The plant makes
the Tennessee River to be
walk-behind lawn mowers and detoured for dozens of miles,
snow blowers for the U. S. according to the Associated
domestic market. The work is Press. The Coast Guard also
blocked access to boat traffic at
being moved to a Briggs &
the bridge site.
Stratton plant in McDonough,
Robert Parker. 51, of Cadiz.
Ky.. said he and his wife were
Ga.
Chris Greenfield was also rec-

Lane restriction planned •Briggs & Stratton...
From Front
for South 12th on Friday
A contractor plans to restnct
northbound traffic to one lane
on U.S. 64I/South 12th Street in
Murray on Friday, Jan. 27.
The northbound lane restriction is to allow installation of a
sewer line along the east side of
the highway, commented Keith
Todd, public information officer
for the Kentucky Transportation
Department's District One and
District Two.
U.S. 641 will be restricted to
one lane northbound between
Poplar Street and KY 94/Main
Street in Murray from approxi-

mately 8 a.m. to approximately
4 p.m., CST.
Todd
said
northbound
motorists should be alert for
slowing and merging traffic as
they approach this work zone.
Appropriate caution is required
where equipment, naggers, and
construction personnel are along
the roadway in close proximity
to traffic flow.
The work is scheduled
between U.S. 641 mile point
7.588 and mile pont 7.699.

American
Red Cross
Calloway County Chapter

Every Donation Brings Hope

Murray
plant
manager
Rodney Bohannon said moving
the Ostrava operations locally
will help the plant consolidate
costs because Murray currently
makes the parts that are assembled in the Czech Republic.
"From my perspective, it will
help us reduce freight costs
associated with having to ship
product over to the Czech
Republic and it will just overall
be a little bonus to the plant in
Murray," stated Bohannon.
"We continually evaluate our
manufacturing footprint as we
consider productivity and efficiency gains along with changes
in the markets we serve. Since
2004, the U.S. lawn and garden
market has declined over 33
percent. This significant and
prolonged market decline is
unlike any other this industry
has seen in decades," said Todd
Teske, President/CEO of Briggs
& Stratton Corp. said in a press
release posted on the company's

KWW.MURRAYHOSPITAL.ORG
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• The council passed the first
reading of an ordinance to

Mayor Tom

NII.111,1%

traveling northbound on the
highway after leaving his stepson's house in Murray. They
were driving in the rain along
the darkened bridge about 8
p.m. when they suddenly
noticed a missing 20-foot piece
of the bridge, which at that section stands at least 20 feet above
the water.
"All of a sudden I see the
road's gone and 1 hit the
brakes," he said. "It got close."
Parker said he stopped his
pickup within five feet of the
missing section. Two cars
behind him stopped on his
bumper and he saw another car
on the other side of the missing
section stopped.
He said he didn't feel the vessel strike the bridge but "felt the
bridge was kind of weak." They
had to detour about 50 miles to
return home to Cadiz.
Officials say about 2,800
vehicles travel daily on the
bridge, which already was in the
process of being replaced.
although the new bridge has not
been built yet. Motorists have
been advised to take alternate
routes, including Interstate 24
around the northern end of the
national recreation area.
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From Front
about the petition, but said no
one has contacted him directly
about it. He added that the
group did apparently have a
website, growmurray.com.
Coursey said petitioners must
collect at least 625 signatures
from registered voters in the city
of Murray to meet the qualifications for a special referendum.
KRS 242.020 requires any
petition for a special referendum
to include a number of supporters equal to at least 25 percent
of the number of voters who
participated in the last general
election. Around 2,500 registered voters cast a ballot in
Murray last November, Coursey
stated.
Grow Murray has a six-month
window in which to gather signatures before the organization
must turn the list in to the county clerk. After that, the judgeexecutive has between 60 and
90 days to declare a local option
referendum.
The last time a petition was

started to allow package alcohol
sales in Murray was in August
2009 by the group Keep It Local
Murray. After the initial list of
signatures was turned in to the
County Clerk's Office, it was
rejected because too many people who had signed the petition
were not qualified voters.
Coursey said. Although the
group planned to start another
petition that would have
allowed a vote in the spring of
2010 if succuessfal, an opposition group called Keep It Out of
Murray formed and started its
own petition.
If that second petition had
gathered enough signatures. it
would have forced a vote in
which voters would have been
asked to choose whether the
local alcohol laws should be
kept as they were or if alcohol
sales should be banned entirely.
By the end of October 2009,
both groups had agreed to drop
their petitions.
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Panetta: U.S. Fund forces would be cut by 100,000
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By ROBERT BURNS
and DONNA CASSATA
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — Pentagon leadrrs outlined a plan Thursday for absorbing
$487 billion in defense cuts over the coming
decade by shrinking U.S. ground forces,
slowing the purchase of a next-generation
stealth lighter and retiring older planes and
ships.
In a bid to pre-empt election-year
Republican criticism, Defense Secretary
Leon Panetta said the plan shifts the
Pentagon's focus from the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan to future challenges in Asia,
the Mideast and in cyberspace. More special
operations forces like the Navy SEALs who
killed Osama bin Laden will be available
around the world, he said.
Panetta announced that the administration
will request a 2013 budget of $525 billion,
plus another $88 billion for operations in
Afghanistan. Combined, those totals are
about $33 billion less than the Pentagon is
spending this year.
Panetta said, however, that the Pentagon's
base budget will grow to $567 billion in
2017. At that point, the cumulative budgets
over five years would be $259 billion less

than had been planned before the administration struck a deficit-cutting deal with
Congress last sununer that requires projected defense spending to be reduced by $487
billion by 2022.
Among the details Panetta disclosed:
The Army would shrink by 80,000 soldiers, from 570,000 today to 490,000 by
2017. That is slightly larger than the Army
on 9/11.
The Marine Corps would drop from
today's 202,000 to 182,000 — also above
the level on 9/1 1.
The Air Force would retire some older
planes including about two dozen C-5A
cargo aircraft and 65 of its oldest C-130
cargo planes.
The Navy would keep a fleet of 11 aircraft
carriers but retire seven cruisers earlier than
planned. It also would delay purchase of
some other ships. including a new Virginiaclass submarine.
Purchase of F-35 stealth fighter jets, to be
fielded by the Air Force, Navy and Marine
Corps, would be slowed.
Current plans for building a new generation of submarines that carry long-range
nuclear missiles would be delayed by two
years. The current fleet of nuclear-capable

bombers and land-based nuclear missiles
would be left unchanged.
Military pay raises will remain on track
until 2015. when the pace of increase will
be slowed by an undetermined amount.
President Barack Obama will ask
Congress to approve a new round of domestic base closures, although the timing of this
was left vague and there is little chance that
lawmakers would agree to this in a presidential election year.
The defense spending plan is scheduled to
be submitted to Congress as part of the
administration's full 2013 budget on Feb.
13.
Prominent in the Obama plan is a renewed
focus on Asia, where China's rapid military
modernization has raised worry in
Washington and rattled U.S. allies.
The Pentagon has embraced a proposal by
special operations chief Adm. Bill
McRaven to send more manpower and
equipment to worldwide -Theater Special
Operations Commands" to strike back
wherever threats arise, according to a senior
defense official who spoke to The
Associated Press, and other current and former U.S. officials briefed on the program.

House GOP files lawsuit
challenging redistricting
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LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE PARTICIPANT: Melinda Hendley, principal of North Calloway
Elementary, is one of 47 school principals to recently graduate from the Leadership Institute
for School Principals. Hendley's participation was sponsored by the Kentucky Chamber
Foundation, AT&T Foundation, Lourdes Hospital, Community Financial Services Bank, U.S.
Enrichment Corporation and CA Jones Management Group. The program provided executivelevel leadership training from the Center for Creative Leadership. Pictured with Hendley are
Kentucky Chamber President and CEO Dave Adkisson and Kentucky Education
Commissioner Terry Holliday.

PETITION FOR LOCAL OPTION ELECTION
FOR THE CITY OF MURRAY
This petition for Local Option Election, or Wet/Dry vote,
is made in order to demand that an election be held to determine whether alcoholic beverages may be sold in the City of
Murray. Only those individuals registered to vote in the City
of Murray may sign this petition. By signing and filling out
this petition you are acknowledging your desire that a local
option election, or wet/dry vote, should be held to determine
if alcoholic beverages may be sold in the City of Murray.
Print
(Legal Name)

Signature
(Legal Name)

Address
Date of Birth OR
Social Security Number
Date Signed
Instructions:
1) Legibly print your full legal name as shown on your
Voter's Registration form. If not registered, you must
register BEFORE signing the petition form.
2) Sign the form using that same name.
3) Complete the rest of the form.
To turn in your form, please mail to:
Grow Murray
P.O. Box 906
Murray, KY 42071

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) House Republicans hit hard in a
contentious redistricting process
struck back Thursday, filing a
lawsuit challenging the constitutionality of newly drawn legislative boundaries that they
claim favor Democrats.
Hoover and other GOP lawmakers asked for an injunction
to delay implementing the
measure and asked that next
Tuesday's election filing deadline be postponed until the matter is resolved.
Judge Phillip Shepherd scheduled a hearing for 10:30 a.m.
EST Monday to consider those
issues.
"We have been saying for a
couple of weeks now that not
only was it unfair to the people
of Kentucky, not only did it disenfranchise a lot of folks in
Kentucky, but it was unconstitutional," House GOP Leader Jeff
Hoover of Jamestown told
reporters outside Franklin
County Circuit Court after the
lawsuit was filed.

Locals respond to state
smoking ban proposal
By ANGIE BATTON
Staff Wnter
A bill that would ban smoking inside all public places in
Kentucky is receiving mixed reaction from those in the
Murray-Calloway County community.
House Bill 289 filed last week by Rep. Susan Westrom, of
Lexington, would ban smoking everywhere except in private
residences. But residences that have businesses in them, such
as day cares, would also be included. So would private clubs
and vehicles that are used as public places of business, such as
limousines and police cars. Smoking outside would be limited
to 15 feet away from an entrance to a public place.
Officials with the Calloway County Alliance for Substance
Abuse Prevention say the legislation could have an immediate
effect on the health a Kentuckians.
"CC-ASAP and the Clean Air Coalition have been working
for years to reduce the exposure to secondhand smoke in public places in Murray-Calloway County. This legislation would
help us complete our work to make all public places in
Murray-Calloway County smoke free," said Dottie Kraemer,
project director.
"It is proven that secondhand smoke causes many preventable diseases in both adults and children which are extremely
costly to our health care system," Kraemer continued. "We
hope our legislators will seriously consider passing this legislation this session to improve health and reduce the health care
costs of our state."
But others say the law would only create problems fomunicipal governments. Calloway County Judge-Executive
Larry Elkins said that the majonty of businesses in Murray
have already gone smoke-free without any prodding.
"Given time, I feel the rest (of the businesses) will follow,"
said Elkins. 'The law would put an extra burden on law
enforcement and the courts, and I hope legislators will leave
the decision to property owners."
Murray Mayor Bill Wells said the legislation would affect
more than 60 restaurants in the city - the business most commonly associated with indoor smoking. Wells said in the past
the city has chosen to not institute any smoking bans.
"It's really a tough call," said Wells. "It's kind of an individual right, but when it's second-hand smoke, which is not good
for you, it does kind of interfere."
Corvette Lanes bowling alley owner Les Parish said that he
made the decision to eliminate smoking from his business in
May 2010.
"My daughter had problems with smoke, and I had had some
problems too, so for health reasons, just decided to go smokefree," said Parish.
Parish has not seen a major positive or negative effect from the
decision, he said. He has had some negative comments, he noted,
but also a lot of positive comments as well from customers.
Other business owners say the measure would unequivocally
hurt business. Mary Black, owner of Mary's Kitchen, said she
has a smoking room and a non-smoking room in her restaurant,
and she supports the customer's choice.
"Most of my smokers are older people, and they like it the way
it is. They don't want to sit outside on a picnic table," said Black.
The report is based on four criteria: smoking restrictions, cessation programs, spending on prevention and control and cigarette tax levels.
The Associated Press contributed to this report.

IMPORTANT MESSAGE
FOR THE PEOPLE OF MURRAY
To all registered voters in the City of Murray:
The Grow Murray movement is circulating a petition to
finally bring to vote the issue of selling "packaged"
alcoholic beverages in Murray. This movement consists
of a large group of citizens that feel the time has come
for this vote. Whether you choose to purchase alcohol
or not, there will always be those in Murray who do, and,
as it stands now, they have to go and pay someone in
Paducah or Cadiz or elsewhere for packaged alcohol,
wine or spirits. Especially now, with the economic difficulties facing us all, it seems ludicrous to send so much
money out of our community that could stay here and
benefit our citizens and our community. Not only would
retail package stores produce jobs and income in the
city, but the city would receive substantial tax revenue
from the sale of packaged alcohol, which means less
money it has to raise from us.
This is a petition to give the citizens of Murray the
chance to vote on whether or not alcohol can be sold by
the package. Whether you are for or against this issue,
we believe it is time to bring it to a vote and let this issue
be decided democratically. Remember, by signing and
returning this petition, you are not voicing approval of
packaged alcohol sales, you are only agreeing that it is
indeed time to vote on the issue.
Please sign and return the petition at your earliest convenience. Once we have the required number of signatures we will then file them with the county clerk, who
will verify the signatures and the county judge executive will set a date for the vote.
Thank you,
GROW MURRAY
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Obituaries

Johnny Taylor

Roy L Cleric
Roy L. Clark, 78. of the Coldwater community ot Moil
died Thursday. Jan. 26, 2012. at 8:20 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital iii
Paducah. Arrangements are incomplete at this time at The J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.

Otha Mae Darnell
Otha Mae Darnell. 96. of Murray. Ky.. died at 4:3(1 a.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 25, 2012, at her home.
She was born Jan. 8, 1916, in Marshall County. Her parents were
Walter Clyde and Ansy (York) Gore.
She was preceded in death on June 18.1997 by her husband, Virgil
Darnell, to whom she was married Feb. 20,1932; one son. Danny
Lynn Darnell; one daughter, Mary Ruth Taylor; one sister, Kathleen
Starks; five brothers, Edward Gore, Dalton Gore, Trellus Gore, Joe
Gore and Bobby Gene Gore; and five grandchildren, Jeffrey Dean
Powell. Sheena Smith, Regina Stockwell, Michelle Roach and
Kerry Oakley.
Mrs. Darnell is survived by two daughters, Evelyn Dell Smith and
husband. Powell, of Reidland and Hilda Mae Mustion and husband.
Rick, of Murray; five sons, Richard Darnell and wife, Inez, of
Calvert City, Eddie Wayne Daniell and wife, Sara, of Almo, Brooks
Clayton Darnell and wife, Carolyn, Clyde Eugene Darnell and wife.
Debbie and Ted Darnell and wife. Carolyn, all of Murray: 15 grandchildren, 42 great-grandchildren, and 12 great-great-grandchildren.
Services will be held at 2 p.m. Saturday, Jan. 28, 2012, at BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home with the Rev. William B. Miller
officiating. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens. Friends
may call after 10 a.m. Saturday at the funeral home.
Serving as pallbearers will be the grandsons: Mike Darnell, David
Keith Darnell. Shane Smith, Steven Smith, Chris Darnell, Dusty
Darnell, Craig Darnell and Larry Powell.
Online condolences can be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home.

Ralph W. Morris

Taylor

Kentucky

Funeral services for Johnny Taylor. 74. of
Gilbensville. Ky., will be held at noon Fnday. Jan.
27, 2012, at Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home
& Crematory. The Rev. Darwin Stom will officiate
and burial, with military rites, will be in the
Hamlet Cemetery. Visitation was held from 5-8
p.m. Thursday. Jan. 26. 2012, at the funeral home.
Mr. Taylor died at 12:06 a.m. Wednesday. Jan.
25, 2012, at Lourdes Hospital.
He was the owner and operator of Johnny's Pilot
& Escort Service and was a veteran of the United
States Navy.
He was preceded in death by his first wife, Clara
Mae Litchfield Taylor: his second wife, Virgie
Adams Taylor; one sister. Ora Lou York; and two
brothers. Harold Taylor and Jimmy Taylor. His
parents were Billy Ray Taylor and Dora Marjorie

News in Brief
Bridge weight limit to have increased enforcement
LEDBETTER. Ky. API - Kentucky 1 ransponation officials
say they are increasing enforcement of a new weight limit on a
western Kentucky bridge.
The span crosses the Tennessee River between Livingston and
McCracken counties. State officials lowered the weight limit on
the bridge to 3 tons earlier this month, saying the action was needed to keep it open.
Highway department spokesman Keith Todd said there have
been problems with some drivers ignoring the limit. Todd told The
Paducah Sun that state officials met Wednesday with local law
enforcement to come up with a plan that allows at least one officer
to be stationed at the bridge 24-hours-a-day.
Todd says if the limit isn't heeded, the bridge could be closed.

Clark Taylor.
He is survived by three daughters. Marie Taylor, of Goshen.
Ind..
Janice Cowdrey, of Princeton and Shelby Harrison. of
Calvert City:
one son, Johnny Taylor, of Elkhart, Ind.; one sister, Barbara
Get-key.
of Benton; three brothers, William Taylor. of Murray, Leslie
Joel
Taylor, of Mayfield and George Taylor. of Benton; eight
grandchildren and 27 great-grandchildren.
Arrangements are being handled by Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral
Home & Crematory.

Unemployment rates down in most counties
FRANKI-ORT. Ky.(AP)- Most Kentucky counties are reporting a decrease in unemployment.

The Kentucky Office of Employment and Training says 114
counties reported that jobless rates fell from December 2010 to
December 2011. Six counties reported an increase in unemployment during the same time period.
Woodford County had the lowest unemployment rate at 6.1 percent. followed by Fayette County at 6.5 percent and Boone
County at 6.9 percent.
Jackson County had the highest jobless rate at 15.2 percent, followed by Fulton County at 14.9 percent at Magoffin County at
14.4 percent.
The statistics are based on estimates and don't include people
who haven't looked for a job in the last four weeks.

James D.'Bully' Puckett
James D. "Bully" Puckett, 87, of the New Providence communi
ty, died Thursday. Jan. 26, 2012, at Spring Creek Health Care.
Born Feb. 22, 1924. in Hardin. he was a member of New
Providence Church Of Christ.
He was preceded in death by his wife, Sylvia Shoemaker Puckett;
his parents. Essie and Marietta Corsey Puckett; and two Brothers.
Larry D. Puckett and Bobby Puckett.
Mr. Puckett is survived by his son, Kim Puckett and wife, Debbra.
of Hazel; two grandchildren, Whitney Sollitto and husband. Phillip,
of Franklin, Tenn., and Derrik Edwards and wife, Shawna, of
Huntsville. Ala.; two great-grandchildren, Makena Edwards and
Sophie Edwards. both of Huntsville. Ala.
Services are scheduled for II a.m. Saturday. Jan. 28. 2012, at
Imes-Miller Funeral Home with Jeremiah Tatum and Terry Morns
officiating. Burial will follow in the Murray Cemetery. Visitation
will be held from 5-9 p.m. Friday, Jan. 27. 2012. at the funeral
home. Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral
Home and Crematory.
This is a paid obituary.

Ralph W. Morris,81,of Murray, Ky., died at 1:05 p.m. Wednesday,
Jan. 25. 2012. at Spring Creek Health Care.
Mr. Morris was born Jan. 17, 1931, in Murray to the late Ralph
Wade Morris. Sr. and Marell Lipford Morris.
He was a member of the Sinking Spring Baptist Church, Murray
Lodge #I05 F&AM,and served as past master, The York Rite Body,
where he received the Cross of Honor, the Murray Shrine Club,
where he served as past president, and the retired owner of Murray
Sport & Marine.
He is survived by his wife, Betty L. Murphy Morris, to whom he
(The number of times published or the length of one or more of
was married April 11,1970; one daughter, Lisa Jean DeMoss and
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
husband. Bruce, of Kansas City, Mo.; one son, Michael Wade
and Times policy. A fee has been paid for additional publishing or
Morris and wife. Joan, of Murray; three stepsons, Jimmy Overbey
space.)
and wife. Martha, of Almo, Gary Overbey, of Murray and Ricky
Overbey, of Murray; eleven grandchildren, eleven great-grandchildren, three great-great-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be held at 12:30 p.m. Saturday. Jan. 28,
2012, at the Sinking Spring Cemetery with the Rev. Carl Butler officiating. Friends may call Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home
WASHINGTON (AP)- U.S. his untested younger son. Kim
from 10 a.m. to noon on Saturday.
military personnel will travel to Jong Un, has led to a pause in
Online condolences can be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
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Soldier denies allegations in wrongful death suit

ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.(AP)-A Fort Campbell soldier sued
for wrongful death in the slayings of two women has denied the
allegations in court documents and is asking that the lawsuit be
dismissed.
Brent Burke says he did not kill his estranged wife, Tracy Burke.
or her former mother-in-law, Karen Cotner at Comer's home in
Rineyville in 2007, according to The News-Enterprise .
Burke has spent more than four years behind bars after being
charged in the fatal shootings.
The Hardin County prosecutor took the case to a jury twice, but
both trials ended without a unanimous verdict. After the last mistrial, the Army filed charges against him in the slayings. His general court martial is scheduled to begin next month.

Bill would require ultrasound before abortion

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)-A Senate committee has approved
two bills that would place more regulations on women seeking
abortions.
Republican Sen. Jack Westwood of Erlanger, who is chairman of
the Senate Veterans. Military Affairs and Public Protection
Committee, says he hopes the bills will reduce abortions in
Kentucky.
One bill would require a woman to have an ultrasound prior to
an abortion. The other would clarify existing law by requiring a
woman to have a face-to-face consultation with a physician,
licensed nurse, physician's assistant or physician-designated social
worker prior to having an abortion.
Sen. Perry Clark. a Louisville Democrat, said the proposals were
previously part of one bill, but by dividing them, the issue has
become more "politic:lied:.

U.S. team due in N. Korea in March

Governor takes case to court of public opinion

LEDGER&TIMES

Senate modifies proposal to regulate pain clinics

FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP)- A Senate panel has delayed a vote
on a bill that-would crack down on pain management clinics.
The Senate Judicial Committee could vote by next week on an
amended version that requires all pain management clinics operating in Kentucky to be owned by physicians licensed in Kentucky
and be certified in pain management.
Republican Sen. Jimmy Higdon of Lebanon said prescription
drug abuse has grown so rampant that the legislature needs to take
action to curb supplies of the powerful painkillers that have
become drugs of choice in Kentucky.
Higdon said more people died in Kentucky last year from drug
overdoses than in car wrecks. He said he wants lawmakers to
make clear that pill mills aren't welcome in Kentucky.

Council receives grant for disabilities work

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- The Kentucky Arts Council is seeking people or groups to be involved in creating careers in the arts
for people with disabilities.
The National Arts and Disability Center awarded the council a
$12.000 grant to produce statewide activities promoting such
careers.
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DATEBOOK

:731r4

Ft. Heiman SCV
to meet Monday

Neighborhood Watch to meet Monday

Historical Society to meet Saturday

The winter meeting of The Jackson Purchase Historical
SocietY
will be held Saturday. Jan. 28. at 10 a.m. at Wrather West Kentucky
Museum on the campus of Murray State University. The featured
speaker will be Judy Shearer,noted author of "All Bones Be White."
For more information, call (270) 809-3823.

Death of Parent support group will meet

The Death of a Parent support group will meet Monday night at 7
p.m. This group is for anyone who has lost a parent to death. For
more information. call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646 or(270)
210-4173.

Medicare, Medicaid assistance available

Shelia Crosslin. Calloway County SMP coordinator for West Ky..
Allied Services Inc. will be available for anyone needing assistance
with Medicare and Medicaid. For information, contact Crosslin at
(800) 294-2731.

Al-Anon support group will meet
Have you been affected by someone else's drinking? Al-Anon is a
support group for friends and family members of alcoholics. This
group meets Monday night from 6:30-7:30 p.m. at University
Church of Christ. For more information.contact Diana at(270)2270951 or Candy at (417) 294-5292.

WOW lodges to hold Valentine's dinner
Members of the Woodmen of the World lodges 728 and 592 will
meet for their regular Valentine's dinner Tuesday. Feb. 7. at 5:30
p.m..at the Harmon Hall. Hostesses will be the members of Lodge
592. All members are invited to attend. Call 753-4377 to sign up
before Friday. Feb. 3.

Red Cross encourages blood donations
The public is invited to giveblood on Friday. Jan. 27,from 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620 West Main St..
Murray. To schedule an appointment, call 1-8(X)-RED CROSS or
visit www.redcrossblood.org and enter sponsor code: Murray 19. A
blood donor card or driver's license or two other forms of identification are required at check-in. Donors must be in general good
health, weigh at least 110 pounds and be at least 17 years old (16
with completed Parental Consent Form). New height and weight
restrictions apply to donors younger than 19.

U.S. Coast Guard to offer safety class
The U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary's Kentucky Lake Flotilla invites
fishermen, hunters, sailors, personal watercraft operators, runabout
and houseboat operators and their passengers to take a free safe
boating course Saturday. Jan. 28, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the
Glendale Road Church of Christ. Murray. For information, call
Beale Canon at 753-4934 or Bill Husfield at (270) 354-9966.

Finn Jay Wilbanks

AMVETS reflects
on 'busy' December
Special to the Ledger

ART CONTEST WINNERS: Janice Wilkinson, left and Tina
Ward, right, represented the Hazel Woman's Club at the
District Art Contest. Wilkinson placed second in the Quilting
category and Ward placed second in Photography and
Christmas Ornament Creations.

LBL field trip
grants available
Special to the Ledger
(JoLDLN POND. K. -Educators who are interested in
planning a field trip to experience the Land Between The
Lakes (LBL) "outdoor classroom" can now apply for LBL's
Educational Field Trip Grant for
the 2012-13 school year. The
deadline for the field trip grant
application is Monday. April 30.
LBL's Educational Field Trip
Grant is available to public
school districts v. ithin 1(X) miles
of LBL. The grant assists
schools in covering costs for
transportation, facility admission fees, program costs and
dorm rental during the 2012-13
school year. The grant amount
awarded to schools is based on
the school's matching funds.
number of students and LBL
programs the school plans to
participate in.
LBL programs are designed to
support the Kentucky and
Tennessee State K-I2 curriculum guidelines for science.
social studies and arts and
humanities.
"The programs offer students
a hands-on experience to connect with nature. the stars and
history." said Richard Lomax,
LBL Environmental Education

specialist. "An LBL field trip is
an excellent opportunity for students to gain an understanding
of and appreciation for science
and history. as well as the outdoors. It is an experience that
will last a lifetime."
The grant program is sponsored by USDA Forest Service,
"Friends of LBL." Swift &
Staley, Calloway
County
Homemakers and the JohnstonHanson Foundation. For more
information. visit www.friendsoflbLorg
and
click on
Education Resources or call
(270) 924-2038. Results will be
posted by Saturday. June 30.
Visitors are encouraged to
review LBL's official website at
wwvv.IbLorg each. season and
throughout the season, for a
Calendar of Events, updates on
programs and policies, safety•
information, maps and temporary trail and road closures.
Residents can follow LBL on
Twitter @LBLScreechOwl and
on the blog at http://landbetweenthelakes.blogspot.comi.
Additional LBL and "Friends of
LBL- information is available
on the website or by calling
1(8(X)) LBL-7077 or (270) 9242000.

Fashion 4 Paws event set for Saturday

Hat-making workshop set for Saturday

Tax assistance now available
Free tax assistance will be available at the Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens Center. 607 Poplar St., Murray. Trained
AARP volunteers will prepare taxes for those with low and moderate income, with special attention to those age 60 and older.
Volunteers will be available each Wednesday beginning Feb. I.
through April 4. Appointments are necessary and can by made by
calling 753-0929.

Kids pageant set for Feb.4
Beautiful Me Productions will sponsor the Gumdrops and
Lollipops Pageant on Saturday. Feb. 4, from 2-5 p.m. at Murray
State University's Curris Center. Beautiful Me is a natural pageant
system that looks for a contestant with a beautiful face and great
personality. Previous pageant experience is not required. All contestants will compete on an equal basis and receive a crown. The
cost is $45. Contact Ashley Levine at 804-1808 or ashleylevine79@hotmail.com for paperwork or more information.

Cheerleading clinic set for Feb.4
The Calloway County Cheerleading Clinic will be held Saturday .
Feb. 4,from 1-4 p.m. at the school's gymnasium. Participants ages
K-5 are invited to come and receive instruction from the high school
cheerleaders. The cost is $25, which includes a T-shirt. On the day
of camp. children should wear T-shirt, shorts, tennis shoes and
socks. Participants will perform with the high school cheerleaders
during half-time of the boys varsity game Feb. 7. For more information,email Amy Edwards at amy.edwards@calloway.kysclools.us.

Special to the Ledger
AMVETS Aux 45 recently
met for their January meeting
with 22 members and all officers present. President Nancy
Byford shared correspondence
with the group and wished
everyone a Happy New Year.
Each program chair reported on
their events.
Doris Biggs. chair, organized
and shipped 14 Christmas
boxes, filled with gifts, books.
games. treats and personal
items, to be shared with fellow
soldiers in the Mideast.
Additionally, several hundred
cards were written and distributed.
December was a busy month
for this Auxiliary, said Jan
Doall. of AMVETS, starting
with the children's Christmas
party held Dec. 3.
"Approximately 70 children
were entertained by the group
and a visit from Santa (Ken
Byford). A lunch of hot dogs
and the trimmings was provided
for each child along with gifts.
goodie bags. and Santa hats.
Each child was also given a
Christmas ornament kit to
assemble and decorate as a
keepsake." said Doall."A good
time was enjoyed singing carols, telling stories and munching
on delicious cupcakes. Celinda
Keech was the chair of this
event."
The annual
party
for
Humboldt Veterans Home was
held Dec. 10, at that facility.
This was a joint project with the
AMVETS and
Sons of
AMVETS with each group providing gifts. cards and refreshments for the residents to enjoy.
Santa and Mrs. Claus(Mike and
Brenda Leach) made a visit to
pass out gifts and bring good
cheer. Carols were sung, led by
Santa's elves Jan Doall and

Debbie Hill. with a solo by
Wincie Wright. In all, about 18
members participated. The
event was organized by Jim
Vorreyer and Kristie Frye.
A special treat was in store for
Arbor Place Nursing Home in
Puryear, when Jan Doall and
Diana Owens held a Christmas
party for the residents there on
Dec. IS. said Doall.
Residents were served homemade banana pudding. fudge.
cookies and punch and were
presented with gifts of lotions,
body wash, scents, candy, and
Santa stockings filled with
emery boards, lip gloss and
candy canes. Christmas stories
and carols were also performed.
After all the community parties were completed. Doall said
Post 45 held a party for all
members with a feast of goodies
followed by music and fun.
Marcie Tate held an auction
on Dec. 9, with 90% of all proceeds dedicated to St. Jude's,
which is an Aux program for
Hospital. The remainder of the
proceeds will be used to help
fund local hospital projects,said
Doall.
Upcoming events for the
AMVETS include a Valentine's
prime rib dinner for Scholarship
by Shirley Collins on Saturday.
Feb. 11; Helping Hands Day for
the Paris Landing area on
Wednesday. Feb. 15; a Mexican
fiesta on Saturday. March 24; as
well as a Sock Hop to be held
Saturday. April 21, to benefit
child welfare.
President Nancy Byford,
Jennifer Matlick, Jan Dog!.and
Judy Rowlett will be attending a
National Leadership Seminar in
Pigeon Forge at the end of
January. The next auxiliary
meeting will be held Sunday.
Feb. 5, and members are
encouraged to attend.

Maness named to Dean's
List at Bethel University

The third Annual Fashion 4 Paws, a formal wear consignment
event presented by The Humane Society of Calloway County, will
be held Saturday. Jan. 28, from 12-6 p.m. at the Curris Center
Ballroom, located on the campus of Murray State University.
Clothing drop-off is available by appointment Jan. 23-27, from 10
a.m. to 3 p:m. To consign a dress, bring clean, gently used formal
wear to the Weaks Community Center HSCC office. For information, call 759-1884 or visit www.facebook.com/Fashion4Paws.
Playhouse in the Park, in conjunction with the Murray Art Guild
and the Calloway County Public Library. is hosting a hat-making
workshop for adults on Saturday. Jan. 28. from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. The workshop is free,
and those who attend will make and embellish a hat which will then
be used in the PIP production,"Crowns," before being returned to
the owner. Attendees will also be given one free ticket to the show.
Space is limited and participants are urged to sign up by contacting
Sandy Linn at 753-2288 or sandy.linn@callowaycountylibrary.org.

nnouncemen/

Jared and Nikki Wilbanks, of New Concord. are the parents of a
son. Finn Jay Wilbanks. born on Wednesday. Jan. 4, 2012, at 10:16
a.m. at Henry County Medical Center in Paris,Tenn.
The baby weighed seven pounds, six ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former Nikki Jeter.
Grandparents are Norman and Debra Jeter. of Clarksville, Tenn.,
and Oillard and Jane Wilbanks. of Cumming. Ga. Great-grandparents are Cliff and Marie Coleman. of Murray and WJ. Jeter, of
Benton.

Fort Heiman Camp 1834 of the Sons
of
Confederate Veterans will meet Monday,
Jan.
30, at 7 p.m. in the conference room
of the
east end of First United Methodist Church.
The featured speaker will be
Doug
Richardson, Chief of Resource Education
and Visitor Services, Fort Donelson National
Battlefield, who will speak about the continued development of Fort Heiman National
Park.Those who have Confederste ancestors,
Datebook are interested
in finding'" out about
Jessica Morris, Confederate
ancestors, or are interested in
Community
the development of Fort Heiman National
editor
Park are invited to attend. The SCV is a nonprofit patriotic, historical, civic and benevolent
organization
designed to preserve the history and legacy of Southern
heroes,
so future generations can understand the motives that
animated
the Southern cause.
The New Concord Neighborhood Watch will meet Monday. Jan.
30.at 7 p.m. at the New Concord Church of Christ. The guest speaker will be Phil Hazle,jailer. Calloway County Sheriff Bill Marcum
will also be present. The public is invited to attend.

e-mail: commaaityaewsOmartayiltdoes.c0 m

Photo provided
LEE-JACKSON DINNER: Fort Heiman Camp No, 1834,
Sons of Confederate Veterans, recently attended the annual
Lee-Jackson dinner at the historic Hall Hotel in Mayfield.
Pictured, from left, back row are Daniel Longsway, Steve
Farmer, Jimmy Bucy, Mike Burchett and Barry Grogan; middle row, Billy Puckett, Gillis Bridges, David Garland, Don
Duncan and Bernice Garland; front row, John Young and
Sandy Forest

Special to the Ledger
MCKENZIE.Tenn. — Weston
Maness.of Murray.achieved the
Dean's List at Bethel University
for the fall Semester of 2011.
To qualify for the Dean's List.
a traditional student must have
completed twelve or more academic hours simultaneously
with an average of 3.50 to 3.69
with no grade below a "C."
Headquartered in McKenzie.
Tenn.. Bethel University has
Tennessee satellite campuses in
Memphis, Jackson, Clarksville.
Nashville and Chattanooga and
is
affiliated
with
the
Cumberland
. Presbyterian

Church. It offers bachelor's and
master's degrees both face-toface and online. To learn more
about Bethel University, visit
www.bethelu.edu.
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SCHEDULE GOOD THRU FEB 2
Showlumes Before 6 pm
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One For The Money
PG13 • 1:35 - 3:40 - 7:30 .9:30

Extremely Loud & Inereclibly Close
PG13 - 1:10 • 3.50 - 7:05 - 9:45

Haywire
R - 3:10 - 8:55
Beauty & The Beast 3D
G - 1:00 - 7:00
Showtimes Before 6 p.m.
on Sat. & Sun. Only

The Grey
R - 1:20 - 3:45 - 7:10 - 9:40

Red Tails
PG13 - 12:55 - 3:30 - 7:20 - 9:55
Underworld:Awakening ID
R- 1:15 - 3:20 - 7:15 - 9:20

Joyful Noise
PG13 - 1:30 - 4:00 - 7:25

Contraband
R - 9:50

.
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ADVENTISTS

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Worship
Sat. 9:30 am
Sabbath School
Sat. 10:30 iam

MINICAR
ST. MARK'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
1114 Mit!.livid Highway, Benton. BY
ltible Study.
930 a m
Holy CommunioniSundays, 10.30 a.m
Fcast Pay Servicei contact the Rector 252-3349

APOSTOLIC
APOSTOLIC HOME FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
10-00 a m
Tuesday
6:45 p.m.
Thursday.
645 p

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD
HOPE HARBOR CHURC it
Sunday Morning Worship 10.31, ni
Suaday Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study
700 p m

RAP'FIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Services
11:00 a.m.
Evening Services
6:00 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Service
6:30 p.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.rn.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 600 rYm.
Discipleship Training
5:00 p.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Afternoon Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study & Youth 7:00 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Worship 8:30 & 11:00 a.m. & 6 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:45 p.m.
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
8:00, 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sun. Schools 8:00, 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
6:15 p.m.
HAM,BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Church Training
5:30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
KIMSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Awana
5:30-7:30 p.m.
Training Union
5:45 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching
11 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
700 p.m.
LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
700 p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9.30 a.m.
Worship
11.00 a.m.
NEW MT.CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m

Doing The
Right Thing

OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study & Youth 6:30 p.m.
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching
11:00 a.m.
Prayer Service
5:30 p.m.
Church
6-00 p.m.
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship 845 a.m. & 11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
930 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wed. Night Bible Study
6:30 p.m.
SCOTTS GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7:00 p.m.
AWANA Ministry
Wednesday Night 6:30 p.m.-8 p.m.

4ELP.

SINKING SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m., 630 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Worship Services
10 a.m.
Sunday Night Worship
530 p.m.
Wednesday Worship Services 7 p.m.

You know that Christ is righteous; you should know,

then, that everyone who does what is right is God's
child

4,

9:30 a.m.
11 a.m.

SUGAR CREEK
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worships
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening
6:00 p.m.
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
1030 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.

Good News Bible
1 John 2:29

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday Sy-11..1
10 00 a m
Worship
1100 a rn
Sunday Night Worship
6:00 p in
Wed. Night Worship
7-00 p m

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Wed Night Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
930 a.m
Worship
1130 am & 7 p.m
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship
7 p.m.

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
yi.i,st 14lane
t.
1 I
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Service
7:00 p.m.

TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Preaching
10:00 a.m.

HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship 1030 am &6pm
Wednesday Family Training
.pm

WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Sr.:c'
11.00 a.m.

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sundays
10:30 a m.
Wednesdays
700 p.m.

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Church
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m.

BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
5:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.

SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
Sunday Morning
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening
6-30 p.m.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES

CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Wed. Evening & Youth Service 7:00 p.m.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study
10:30 a.m.

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Worship
1030 a.m.

MURRAY FIRST UPC
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.

METHODIST
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
DEXTER
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
1030 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Wednesday
700 p.m.
FARMINGTON CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Study
9 a.m.
Sunday Worship
10 a.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
FRIENDSHIP
Bible Study
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m.
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
5 a.m.. 9 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Study
10:15 a.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
950 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
7:00 p.m.
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Class
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

CATHOLIC
ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
5:00 p.m.
Sunday Mass
10:30 a.m.
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
5:00 p.m.
Saturday Spanish Mass
6:30 p.m.
Sunday Masses
8 a.m. & 11 a.m.

CHRISTIAN
AURORA CHRISTIAN
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Study Sunday
10 a.m.
Bible Study Wednesday
7 p.m.
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Celebration Service
900 a.m.
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m
Evening Service
6-00 p

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Worship
Sunday School
2nd Wednesday

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship
11:00 a.m
Wed Night Bible Study
6 30 p.m.

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
7 00 p.m.
Sunday Morning
1000 a.m.
Sunday Evening
7:00 p.m.

Doing the right thing is not
always easy. It may involve a sacrifice on our part, or having to do
something that we really don't
feel like doing. Going to your
child's little league ball game after
a hard days' work; attending a
church function; or visiting a sick
friend may involve extra effort on
our part, but it may be the right 0
thing to do. There are also thou0
J
sands of worthwhile organiza•
tions requesting and needing our
0
financial support, and trying to
determine where we will donate our hard-earned
money is not an easy task. We know that we should
pray about everything, and the Bible tells us that our
purpose is to do what is right, not only in the sight of the
Lord, but also in the sight of man(2 Cor. 8:21). Everyone
needs help and support at times, and being there for
those in need reflects God's love and is the right thing to
do. God loves a cheerful giver - that includes our time,
talents and money.

NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
1000 a rn
Worship
11 am & 6 p.m.

ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
Sunday Service
10 a.m
Wednesday classes
p ni
6

10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m..
6:30 p.m.

CHURCH OF CHRIST

NEW CONCORD
Worship
950 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
Wednesday '
7 p.m.

ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
900 a.m.
Morning Worship
950 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
1030 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.

NEW PROVIDENCE
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
600 p.m.

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

COLDWATER
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.

UNION GROVE
Sunday Bible Class
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
900 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 500 p.m.

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8:50 a.m.
Sunday School
9:50 a.m.
DEXTF,R-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m.
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
8:45 & 11 a.m.
Sunday School
950 a.m

WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Sunday School
10-00 an:
Worship Service
11 -00 a m

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9:00 a.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7.00 p m

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LAMB DAY SAINTS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sacrament Meeting
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:10 a.m.
RS/Priesthood
12:10 p.m.

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship
1030 a in.
Sunday School
900 a.m.
Tuesday
12-00 p.m.

INDEPENDENT

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Wednesday- Home Groups 6:00 p.m

MURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School & Worship
10 a.ni
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 pro
NEW CONCORD
Sunday Worship & Service
10 a n.
Worship Sun. 6 p.m. & Wed. 7 p
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
10:50 a.m. & 6 pm
Wednesday Worship
7 p rn
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 a n.
Worship Service
11:00-7:30 p rr.

PRESBYTERIAN

GOSHEN METHODIST
Morning Worship
900 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m.

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wed Night Bible Study
6:30 p m.

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Morning Worship
1100 a.m

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 a m.
Worship
1100 a.m.

KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m. & 6 pm

LYNN GROVE
Sunday School
900 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
900 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship Sunday
10:30 a.m.
Children's Sunday School 11:00 a.m.

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m
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UNITY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m. & 630 p.m.

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
What

Special thanks to the merchants who make this page possible.
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CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
can do all things through

SINCE /944
100 N. 5th St. Murray, KY 42071
753-31100 • www.inckInnsylns.con.

I have fought the good fight, 1
have finished the race, I hat.,'
kept the faith.
2 Timothy 4:7

1-800-858-0492
1393 State Route 45 North

Cain's*
CHRYSLER DODGE',JEEP
mos.
1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY • 753-6448

CAM

(270) 753-1916 • www.nuu-rayledger.com

NCOL N

FITTS BLOCK 8
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
753-3540

Parker Ford Discount
Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main St.• Murray • 753-5273

Christ who strengthens me.
— Phil. 4:13

1707 \N. Main • Murray • 270-753-1%2

Mayf

WWW.cains.net

LE;R6A ER & TIMES

Our Family Is Here To
Help Yours.

Office Technology Specialists

Murray
753-9383
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HEARTLAND
REHABILITATION
CENTER
Professiona

l Care with a Personal Touch
208 S.6th St.• Murray, KY •(270) 759-9500
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Church Bulletins
Various
churches
hase
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coining weekend as follows:
North
Pleasant
Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian:
Rev. Charles Westfall. pastor,
will speak at the 11 a.m. worship
service. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m.
Sinking Spring Baptist: Carl
Butler. pastor, will speak at the
11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m. Wednesday service is at
7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist: Bro. David
Little, pastor, will speak at both
the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m. Wednesday service is
at 6:30 p.m.
Spirit of Christ: Kevin
Trebing, pastor. will speak at the
11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School is at 9:45
a.m. Wednesday Bible Study is
at 7 p.m. For more information,
call 761-4815.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: Jason Han, minister,
will speak about "A Charge 2
Change" with scripture from
Ephesians 4:21-24 at the 9 a.m.
worship service. Jacob Jones
and Nick Hutchens will speak
about "Hearing the Psalms"
with scripture from Psalm 1 at
the 6 p.m. worship service.
Assisting will be John Dale,outreach minister, Todd Walker,
associate minister, Garry Evans,
involvement minister, Corey
Underhill, Gerald Murdock,
Raymond Grady, Karl Smith,
Daniel Walker, Hunter Garrison,
Logan Canter, David Ryan,
Steve Simmons and Landon
Fike. A short worship service
will be at 5 a.m.
First Baptist: Pastor Sam
Rainer will speak about "Harsh
Reality" from the sermon series,
For You are with Me, with scripture from Psalm 13 at the 8:30
and 11 a.m. worship services.
The Lord's Supper will be
observed at both services. At the
6:15 p.m. Bridge service, the
Zimbabwe mission team will be
speaking about their recent trip.
Sunday School is at 9:45 a.m.
First Christian (Disciples):
Rev. Dr. Ruth Ragovin, senior

minister, will speak about "As
One Having Authority" with
scripture from Mark 1:21-28 at
the 10:45 am. worship service.
The Chancel Choir will bring
special music entitled "Glory to
God." Mark Dycus is the minister of music with Donnie
Hendrix, organist and Judith
Hill, pianist. Assisting will be
Alison
Marshall, worship
leader; Billie Burton and Eddie
Phelps, communion elders;
Lillian Gierhart, John King,
Nancy Manning, Teresa Nixon
and Eric Roberts, diaconate. A
children's message will be given
during the service, following
which the children are invited to
attend a special worship service
called "Worship and Wonder."
Sunday School for all ages is at
9:45 a.m.
Goshen United Methodist:
The Rev. David Allbritten, pastor, will speak about "Love
Love at the Center of it All"
with
scripture
from
1
Corinthians 8:1-13 at the 9 a.m.
worship service. The choir is
under the direction, of Tina
Sexton with Pat Brunn, Renee
Doyle, Carla Halkias, or Ken
Claud as accompanists. Jo
Lovett will deliver the children's
message. Greeters will be
Marlene Beach and Jackie
Cassity. Emily Brunn and
Tabitha Taylor will serve as the
acolytes. The pastor's assistant
for January will be Steve
Sexton. Sunday School begins
at 10:15 a.m. with Buddy Bryant
as superintendent. The Sunday
night Bible study and youth
activities for both Goshen and
Kirksey churches have been
canceled for Sunday. Everyone
is encouraged to attend the Fifth
Sunday Singing at South
Pleasant Grove UMC at 6 p.m.
This event is sponsored by the
United Methodist Churches of
Calloway County.
Scotts Grove Baptist: Bro.
John Denham,pastor, will speak
about "Baptized into Christ"
with scripture from Matthew 4
and Romans 6 at the 11 a.m.
service. The 6 p.m. service will
be the regular Fifth Sunday
Singing. Kevin Crawford is
music director with Mary Davis
and Glenda Rowlett, musicians.

The Praise and Worship Team
will lead the congregation in
special music at the 11 a.m.
service. Sunday School is at 10
a.m. with James Rickman.
director, opening. Choir practice
will be at 5 p.m. AWANA will
meet at 6:30 p.m. on Wednesday
night.
First Presbyterian: At 10:45
a.m.
Rev.
David
M.
Montgomery will speak about
"As One With Authority" with
scripture from Mark 1-21-28.
Liturgist will be Carol Allen.
Also assisting will be Sam and
Bonnie McNeely and Ken and
Deanna Wolf, ushers. Todd Hill
is choir director and organist,
and Kala Dunn-Hill is accompanist.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham. pastor, will speak
at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services. John Hicks
will provide the children's sermon. James Rose is the Deacon
of the Week. Assisting will be
Gene Collins. Philip Harrell,
Bobby Warren and James
Beane, greeters; and Gene
Collins. Don Griffin, Mike Scott
and Todd Hall, ushers. Henry
Nance is music director with
Oneida White, pianist; Sherry
Harpole, organist; and Kathy
Garrison, assistant pianist.
Sunday School begins at 9:30
a.m.
Westside Baptist: At the
10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services, Alan Witham. church
development team leader. KBC,
will speak. Janice Schecter will
bring special music, "Church
Across the Street" at the 10:30
a.m. worship service. Deacons
of the Week will be Ron Wright
and Jason Carson. Greeters will
be Kelly and Vicky Reed. Mike
Crook is minister of music.
Scott Douglas is minister to students and Penny Perkins is interim children's minister. Sunday
School begins at 9:30 a.m. A fellowship meal will be held
Wednesday. Feb. 1, sign up at
the Welcome Center or call the
church office by Tuesday morning.
Memorial Baptist: Bro.
Martin Severns. pastor, will
speak at the 8:30 a.m. and 10:50
a.m. worship services. The

Sunday night service begins at 6
p.m. Deacon of the Week is Jeff
Gentry. Yoke Fellow is Luke
Jones. Sunday School begins at
9:40 a.m.
University Church of Christ:
Charley Bazzell will speak
about "A Better Way to Keep
Score!" with scripture from
Philippians 2:5-11 at the 10 a.m.
worship service. Children's
Bible Hour. for ages 2-9, will
also begin at 10 a.m. At the 5
p.m. worship service. Roy
Hawkins,
along
with
UniversitYouth, will speak at
the 5 p.m. service. Jason
Youngblood is worship leader.
Kent Herrington will lead opening prayer. Paul Randolph will
preside at the Lord's table. Chris
Hays will have the closing
prayer. Sunday School begins at
9 a.m.
First United Methodist: Dr.
Rick Dye, pastor, will speak
about "Taking Out the Trash"
with scripture from Mark 1:2128 at the 8:45 a.m. contemporary service and 11 a.m. traditional service. Liturgigt will be
the Mrs. Kim Black. Chair of
Church
Council.
Kristen
Schwartz will present the children's message. Acolytes will be
Eleri and Gwynnie Gesler.
Acolyte parent is Dave Gesler.
Susan Blackford is Praise Team
director, Dr. Pamela Wurgler is
Chancel Choir director and Joan
Bowker is organist. Sunday
School is at 10 a.m.
West Fork Baptist Church:
Bro. Randy Kuykendall will
speak at the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services. Jason Hollan.
youth director, will meet with
the youth at 6 p.m. Lauren
Bazzell will provide the children's service. Bernice Garland

will serve as Deacon of the
Week. Sunday School will begin
at 10 a.m. Wednesday's service
will be at 7 p.m. Kenneth Greer
is music director with Cyndy
Satterwhite. pianist and Janet

Arnold, organist. Ushers will be
Johnny
Ingram,
Franklin
Carroll. Garry Green and
Jonathan Lewis. Greeters will be
Bernice Garland and Richard
and Helen Kostbar

In our

CHURCHES
Memorial sing set for Saturday
Hodge Music Ministries will present the 16th Annual Wayne
Hodge Memorial Sing on Saturday,Jan. 28, at 7 p.m. at the Carroll
County Civic Center in Huntingdon Tenn. Featured singers will be
The Thomas Family, Gospel Edition, Soul Searchers, The Victory
Quartet and Ivan and Jamie Hodge. There is no admission charge
but a love offering will be collected. The public is invited to attend.
Concessions will be available. For more information, call (731)
618-0910 or (731)586-7830.

FBC to host inspirational speaker
The women at First Baptist Church invite area women to "Come
Away. Rest Awhile" on Saturday, Jan. 28,from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
in the First Baptist Church worship center. There will be a time of
worship, brunch and teaching from Karen .Alexander-Doyel, an
inspirational speaker. This event is free. For more information,contact FBC at 753-1854.
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Majoring in minors
Question: Sometimes it
seems that churches major in
minors and minor in majors
and overlook the real issues of
our lives. What would Jesus
say about this?
Answer: Many churches and
Christians have been guilty of
majoring in
minors
while
neglecting
more important issues
that people
face in life.
During the
What Would mid-twentiJesus Do? eth century,
churches in
By Richard
south
Youngblood. the
had
often
Minister of
much to say
University
Church of
about hairChrist
style, jewelry, dancing and rock music
while seldom addressing racial
injustice and the plight of our
black brothers and sisters. In
more recent years, some South
African churches would not
allow young Christians to chew
gum, pray with their hands in
their pockets or wear blue jeans
because they made a person
spiritually suspect. Yet, those
same churches defended the
injustices of racial apartheid. In
the 1930's, a delegate from a
large U.S. denomination visited
Germany and defended Hitler as
a leader who neither smoked nor
drank, who wanted women to
dress modestly and who
opposed pornography. I grew
up hearing Christians argue over
how you could or could not use
money from the church treasury

and whether it is right to have a
kitchen in the church building.
All of this is contrary to the
Spirit of Jesus who said,"Woe
to you, teachers of the law and
Pharisees, you hypocrites! You
give a tenth of your spices-mint, dill and cununin. But you
have neglected the more important matters of the law-- justice,
mercy and faithfulness. You
should have practiced the latter,
without neglecting the former.
You blind guides! You strain out
a gnat but swallow a camel"
(Matthew 23:23-24). Clearly,
Jesus saw some things as more
important than others; and he
refused to waste a lot of time on
those things of lesser importance.
While some Christians argue
and speculate over relatively
minor things—even things
taught in the Bible—thousands
are dying of hunger,families are
breaking up and lives are being

1 IF

destroyed. Racial hatred and
injustice continue. The number
of suicides rises with the
increase of depression, anxiety
and fear. Christians need to be
about the task of proclaiming
the gospel (good news) of hope
and of help in a lost and dying
world. We need to be about
helping people see how the
teachings of Jesus relate to
everyday issues of life in school,
at work, in the home and in the
marketplace.
Discipleship
means following the example of
Jesus as he served and gave his
life for all of us. Thankfully.
there are many Christians and
churches who are trying to
maintain such godly attitudes
and priorities.
(Send questions or comments
to University Church of Christ,
801 N. 12th, Murray,KY 42071
or phone 270-753-1881. This
article is reproduced on the
web: www.nchrist.org
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The Future of Surgery is at
Henry County Medical Center.
In the right hands, this instrument can create a
masterpiece for patients.
Two of our skilled surgeons are now performing
the art of robotic surgery for prostatectomies and
hysterectomies with the da Vinci Surgical System. The
future of surgery is no longer miles away, only minutes.

Less invasive, more precise, quicker recovery,
right here close to home.

HC HENRY COUNTY
M IC MEDICAL CENTER

Qualit
y
m
, HEALTHCARE

301 Tyson Avenue - Paris, TN - 731.642.1220
WWW.hcrnc-hi.org

Ask your physician if robotic surgery is right for you.

To learn more,call 731-644-3463.
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Enter the drawing for a FREE 32- Sony LCD
TV at any of the participating businesses on
this page Drawing will be held at 4:00 p.m. on
February 1.2012 at the Murray Ledger & Times.
.0164410000.,,
Contestants are not required to use the blank entry
form on this page. All entries placed at the participating
businesses will qualify. Entry must include name. address
and contact phone number. You may enterInften as ou
wish, no purchase is necessary,

411101111111...mmoftw

REGISTER TODAY FOR 32" LCD TV!
•
•
•
•

ADDRESS
PHONE

Hours Tuesciayfriday 10-5
and Saturday 10-3

GALLOWAY COUNTY
Red
Bug
PUBLIC LIBRARY

1

Register with this coupon at participating businesses on this page
Coupon not necessary to enter; include name, address and phone on paper
Entry deadline is 1:00 p.m. on February 1, 2012.
Winner drawn at random from entries received

NAME

Sony TV provided by
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•

Stop by & register,
but also browse our
many books, magazines,
DVD's, Blu-Rays
& Computers
1(a- c

MURRAY
AUTO PARTS

on 3rd

Register to win a Backyard
Super Bowl Party Pack!

Antiques Gifts Honey Yarn
Organic Chocolates Teas Bath & Body Products

109-8 North 3rd St. • Murray
761-2723

801 Paramount Dr.• Hwy. 121 N. Murray
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Asus EEE PC 1005
HA Laptop!
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1300 North 12th St. • Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4424 • 1-800-821-3367
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• Holsters • Flashlights • Ammunotion
• Scopes • Safes • Ammo Magazines
• Much, Much More
flew by 4 atom.Our Slone - Sawsiblai Far Evans.

ligizatmo

102 N. 5th St.• 270-761-GUNS (4867)
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REGISTER TO WIN A 32" LCD TV AT ANY ONE OF THESE BUSINESSES!
II Traveling hats LOS iFOiRiAiLES
CONSIGNMENT

TOTAL
l KY•vo-753-seal
U44 IL titi It.•Iktfty,
For every S25 spent
Feb. 1st-14th receive I entry into
$50 Shopping Spree.
Voted *1
\consignment Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
200 A N. 12th St.• Murray,KY • 753-3086
Hwy.641 S.• Hazel, KY • 492-8839
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LET US DO THE COOKIN':.1
Spice Up Your Party
With Some of Our Award-lArinning

I
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OLYMPIC PLAZA • MURRAY • 7F7-02•1 5
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1
0
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1 BBQ • RIBS • CHICKEN 4
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Mon.-Sat. 10 am-8 p.m • 806 Chesnut St. • Murray •(270)767-0054.
Ismes_o_il.m.s.s.m_m.a.m.4.m.s.m.m...m.m.s.
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Register to win a $20 Gift Certificate!
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LAKERS, TIGERS LOOKING FOR
CROSSTOWN BRAGGING RIGHTS

gird
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RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times

Murray High senior guard Kendall Deese will be a focus
of the Calloway County defense tonight according to
Laker head coach Bruce Lane.

By GREG WADDELL
Joey Adair said. With a first
Assistant Sports Editor
round district matchup all but
With nearly nine weeks hav- secured, the teams are just jocking passed since the beginning eying now for the top title
of the 2011-2012 basketball between them.
season, the Murray High Tigers
"This is a chess match,"
and Calloway County Lakers Adair said. "The second game
know exactly who they are. means something (as far as)
They also know who they're bragging rights, but those bragnot. Tonight won't change that. ging rights go away -quick
After watching Marshall because the third game counts.
County
and
Community (That said.) you show a little bit
Christian settle in to the first here and you don't show a little
and fourth slots of district seed- bit there.(As far as for us). you
ing already, it's no secret what probably game plan more for
the Tigers and Lakers are fight- our first game and third game
ing for. That's exactly why the (in the district tournament) as
GREG WADDELL Ledger & Trrnes
second leg of the Crosstown opposed to the second. The secClassic will be more about ond game is more about clean- Calloway County big-man Michael Arnett had a big game
for the Lakers two weeks ago, something Murray High
refining, rather than implement•See CLASSIC,28
head coach Joey Adair said can't happen again.
ing, Murray High head coach
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Back to the grind
RACERS RETURN TO ACTION AFTER
WEEK OFF, LOOKING TO CONTINUE
UNDEFEATED STREAK -

Wed 11
'lexicon
,staurant
2011

NS

By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
This week was supposed to
be about rest and relaxation for
the Murray State University
men's basketball team.
Instead, it might have
become one of the more
exhausting weeks of the season
— even though the Racers
haven't even played a game.
After last Saturday night's
victory over SIU-Edwardsville
on national television, the
Racers were supposed to get a
week off to heal up, rest up and
to prepare for Ohio Valley
Conference
foe
Eastern
Illinois.
What happened just an hour
before tip-off at the Vadalabene
Center, however, changed all of
that.
It was similar to the
Butterfly Effect, and then No. 1
ranked Syracuse was the one
flapping its wings.
A road loss to Notre Dame
in South Bend, Ind., just 60
minutes before the Racers
would take the court in
Edwardsville on Saturday, left
Murray State as the only
remaining undefeated team in
the nation.
Let that notion set it for a
moment.
There are 342 Division I
men's basketball teams in 32
conferences
—
different
Murray State is the only one
without a blemish.
Following Saturday's media
firestorm, however, came the

Saturday
Eastern Illinois at
No. 9 Murray State
When: Saturday. 7 pm
Where: CFSB Center, (Murray, Ky )
Radio: WFGS, 103 7 FM
Television: ESPN3
Records Murray State 20-0 (8-0. OVCi
Eastern Illinois (9-9, 2-4 OVC)
Last Meeting: Murray State defeated
Eastern Iihnois 70-43 on Dec 30 2011 at
Lantz Arena in Charleston. III

smoke.
A smoke that has enveloped
the entire Murray community.
A smoke that left Murray
State first-year head coach
Steve Prohm struggling to find
time to fit a workout into his
day on Monday, thanks in large
part to his other media obligations.
A smoke that has put a
small, southwestern Kentucky
town in the center of everyone's radar — and even some
people's hearts.
A smoke, that for all intents
and purposes, is exactly what
these Racers deserve, as does
the community that has rallied
behind them through thick and
thin.
Prohm says his team
remains focused all the while,
however.
II See RACERS, 28

For more coverage of
the undefeated
Racers please see 68

RICKY MARTIN Ledger & Times
Murray State senior guard Donte Poole gets off a pass last Saturday against SIUEdwardsville. Poole has been on fire in conference play without the services of Ivan
Aska, who will return thls Saturday against Eastern Illinois.

MSU WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL

Racers fall
in last nonconference
game of the
season
From MSU Athletics
The Murray State women's
basketball team dropped a 74-57
decision to Southern Illinois at
SIU Arena in the Racers (8-12,
4-3 -OVC) final regular-season
non-co_nference game of the
2011-12 campaign.
MSU was'Ted by red-shirt
sophomore Erica Burgess who
tallied 17 points and added six
rebounds. Senior Kayla Lowe
was the only other Racer player
in double-digits. with 13 points
and six boards.
The opening of the first half
was slow on scoring, with the
teams scoring just 17 points
combined in the first six minutes. The Salukis held a small 98 advantage, but the Racers then
went on a 7-0 run to push the
lead out to six (15-9) over the
next three minutes. The teams
traded baskets over the next
three minutes before the Salukis
fought back to cut the lead to
one (20-19). The teams again
traded baskets until 5:30
remained in the half. MSU then
pushed the tempo of the game
again and used a 15-9 run over
the final minutes to take a 37-30
lead into the locker room.
The second half was a different game. with SIU opening the
stanza with a 14-2 run to take a
44-39 advantage in the first
3:30. The Salukis continued to
push the tempo of the game and
increased their lead to as many
as 21 points on their way to the
victory.
The Salukis ended up earning
key advantages in shooting percentage after hitting 54 percent
of their shots in the second half.
SIU ended the game with a 46
shooting percentage to the
Racers 33 percent.
MSU will return to Ohio
Valley Conference action,
Monday. Jan. 30 when Eastern
Illinois comes to the CFSB
Center for a 7 p.m. tip-off
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Irsay, Manning trading blows
By MICHAEL MAROT
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
The Indianapolis Colts are a
long, long way from being
healed.
Two days after Peyton
Manning publicly complained
about the dour atmosphere at
team headquarters following a
2-14 season and a rash of firings, Colts owner Jim Irsay
introduced his new head coach
and then stunned everyone by
calling his franchise player a
"politician" who had decided to
air dirty laundry.
"I don't think it's in the best
interest to paint the horseshoe in
a negative light, I really don't,"
Irsay told reporters, referring to
the team's longtime logo. "The
horseshoe always comes first,
and I think one thing he's always
known, because he's been
around it so long, is that, you
know, you keep it in the family.
If you've got a problem you talk
to each other, it's not about campaigning or anything like that."
The comments suggest there
is a rift between Manning and
Irsay, who is just six weeks from
a deadline to pay the four-time
league MVP a $28 million
bonus or risk losing him as a
free agent. And it all blew up in
public on a day the team desperately wanted attention focused
on Chuck Pagano, the Ravens'
defensive coordinator who takes
over as head coach with a host
of problems to address.
The biggest question mark is
Manning, the face of the franchise and the primary reason for
its run of success over the past
decade. He is clearly upset with
the fallout of the Colts' dismal

season in which he never played
a down after Sept. 8 neck surgery — his third such procedure
in a span of 19 months.
In the past three weeks, the
Colts have fired vice chairman
Bill Polian and general manager
Chris Pollan, coach Jim
Caldwell and most of Caldwell's
assistants. Irsay hired 39-yearold Ryan Grigson as the new
general manager and on
Wednesday chose Pagano as
Caldwell's replacement.
Last week, actor Rob Lowe
caused a media frenzy by writing on Twitter that Manning was
about to retire. The story got so
much attention that even
Pagano, who was preparing for
the Ravens' AFC championship
game against New England,
apparently took notice.
"You know, I've got a text or
a call out to Rob Lowe and I
haven't heard back yet, so I'm
going to have to get back to you
on that one," Pagano said when
asked if he expected to be
coaching Manning next season.
But the saga has taken an
even more dramatic twist in the
last 48 hours.
Manning
told
The
Indianapolis Star that his only
real conversation with Grigson,
a first-time GM, had come in
passing and that the vast overhaul at team headquarters had
everyone "walking around on
eggshells." He said it wasn't
healthy for his healing, and then
said that he had no idea where
Irsay stood on the question of
whether he was going to play
again for the Colts.
Many
analysts
believe
Manning's comments indicated
that he was unhappy in

Indianapolis and may be looking for a way out.
Whatever the explanation,
lrsay didn't like it one bit.
"1 have so much affection
and appreciation for Peyton. I
mean we're family. We always
will be and we are," Irsay said.
"He's a politician. I mean look
at, when it comes to being competitive, let's just say on a scale
of 1 to 10, 10 being the highest,
we're both 11 s, OK? So there's
been plenty of eggshells scattered around this building by
him with his competitive desire
to win."
Manning quickly began on a
quest to mend fences.
Within hours of Irsay's comments, Manning told The Star
he didn't intend to start a public
feud.
"At this point, Mr. Irsay and I
owe it to each other and to the
fans of the organization to handle this appropriately and professionally, and I think we will.
I've already reached out to Mr.
Irsay," Manning said. "I wasn't
trying to paint the Colts in a bad
light, but it's tough when so
many people you've known for
so long are suddenly leaving. I
feel very close to a lot of these
guys and we've done great
things together. It's hard to
watch an old friend clean out his
office. That's all I was trying to
say.
"I just want to keep rehabbing and working hard, and
when the time is right for Mr.
Irsay and 1 to sit down, I look
forward to a healthy conversation about my future. I've
worked too hard and have such
great respect and have so many
great relationships inside the

Haversteck Insurance Agency

Nobody can protect your AUTO
building and out, and its incredany better than we can!
ibly important that those
211S 12th St • Murray KY .753-3415
State Auto
remain."
Van Haverstock
The drama may be just
beginning.
KHSAA Sports
KHSAA Sports
Now that Irsay has his people
Prep Boys Basketball
Prep Girls Basketball
in place in the front office,
Thursday
Thursday
Pagano can focus his attention
Carlisle Co 72 Reidland 71
Carlisle Co 40 Reidland 36
Livingston Central 69 Caldwell Co 65
Friday
on selecting a staff. Grigson said
Touchstone Energy All 'A Classic
Graves Co at Ballard Memorial b p m
Pagano will make those choices.
at Frankfort
Heath.
7 30 p m
Carlisle Cc at
lrsay's decisions will be
Heath 47, Betsy Lane 4‘,
Fulton City at Hickman Co 6 p m
Friday
Fulton Co at Lone Oak 6 p m
much more difficult.
Calloway Co at Murray High, 7 p m
Paducah Tilghman at Marshall Co 6
lndy's horrendous season
pm
Graves Co. at Ballard Memorial, 7 30
means the Colts landed the No.
p.m.
Mayfield at St Mary. 6 p m
Union Co. at Carlisle Co. 730 pm
1 overall pick, which Irsay has
Evangel Christian at Chnstian
Ohio Valley Conference
said they will use for their quarFellowship, 7-30 p.m.
Men's Basketball
terback of the future — presumFulton City at Hickman Co.,6 p.m
Saturday
Oak,
7:30
p.m
Eastern
Fulton
Co.
at
Lone
Illinois
at No 9 Murray State 7
ably Stanford's Andrew Luck.
Paducah Tilghman at Marshall Co.
m
If so, Irsay must decide how
7:30 p.m.
much money he wants to invest
Mayfield at Si Mary,6 p.m
in one position. Manning signed
a five-year, $90 million contract
in July and is due that bonus in
March. The perennial. Pro
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Bowler is said to be recovering
well from his latest surgery, but
he will also turn 36 on March 24
— a little more than two weeks
after the March 8 deadline to
pay that bonus.
Irsay reiterated Thursday that
his choice will come down to
Manning's health, not money.
BOCA RATON,Fla.(AP)— Florida Atlantic (9-12, 5-3 Sun
"I think fans already understand that," Irsay said when Shavar Richardson scored 25 Belt Conference) its first lead of
asked whether Manning may points and Florida Atlantic used the half,67-66,and Kelvin Penn
have played his final game in a second-half rally to beat blocked Jamal Crook's layup
Colts' blue. "This isn't an ankle, Western Kentucky 67-66 on attempt as time expired to seal
the win.
it isn't a shoulder. Often times Thursday night.
Western Kentucky led 62-53
McCoy finished with 10
the NFL is criticized for putting
someone out there at risk, and behind two Kahlil McDonald points and seven boards and
I'm not going to doing that. I free throws with 5:23 left to made the Owls' last two buckthink he and I just need to see play. But Richardson made two ets.
Florida Atlantic dished out
where his health is because this free throws of his own,sparking
isn't about money or anything a 12-4 run and cutiing the 17 assists, compared to just 11
else. It's about his life and his Hilltoppers' lead to just one, 66- for Western Kentucky (6-15, 265, with 29 seconds remaining. 6), and blocked eight shots.
long-term health."
Jordan McCoy made a layup
Derrick Gordon led the
That's only the start of the
with 10 seconds left to give Hilltoppers with 16 points.
Colts' questions.

.11

Hilltoppers fall late
to Florida Atlantic
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•Racers
From Page 18
"We are still only looking
ahead to Eastern Illinois,"
Prohm said in a convincing
manner. Not a stern tone, but
one that assured gathered
media that he was indeed
telling the truth. "We don't
look ahead or take anything for
granted. We know that the
attention we are getting is a
positive for our program and
our community and our conference, but we don't talk about
it."
How though'?
How can a small group of

18-22-year-old men not discuss to our goals. We want to win pares to complete the ultimate
the hype caused simply by their the OVC, then we want to win run over its final nine games,
hard work and determination?
the tournament. From there, we the cavalry is here.
Aska will return for the
Because they still aren't sat- want to go as far as we can in
Racers
Saturday
against
isfied.
the NCAA Tournament.
Following Murray State's
"Nothing that we have done Eastern Illinois, the team he
victory over Memphis on Dec. so far has accomplished any of injured his hand against, and
junior guard Stacy Wilson has
23, senior guard Jewuan Long those goals."
assured everyone that his
Those accomplishments are also returned to the team after
the death of his uncle, to bolRacers still had plenty to prove. helping, though.
More than a month later,
The Racers just completed a ster the Murray State lineup.
With a now fully healthy
they are sticking by those six-game stretch of their conwords.
ference schedule without the
"Everything that we have services of senior forward Ivan
been able to do has been great," Aska, who broke his right hand
Long said."But it doesn't mean on Dec. 30.
anything in .terms of getting us
Now, as Murray State pre-

Murray State team on the floor,
is there anyone in the OVC that
can play David to the Racer's
Goliath?
Junior guard Isaiah Canaan
says yes.
"Anybody can come out and
beat you on any' given night,"
Canaan said. "Everyone is
going to give you your best
shot, so we have to come out
and play our type of game and

make sure that doesn't happen.
"We know everyone is out to
get us, but we aren't worried
about that. All we are worried
about right now is Eastern
Illinois and how we are going
ta•getvast them."
Maybe after the season,
Prohm can find a little more
time to exercise.
Maybe.

......1111

El Classic
From Page 113
ing up your game as opposed to
putting anything new in. The
third game is really where-, if
.you want to bring an element of.
surprise in, you're probably
thinking about doifig it."
That doesn't mean each team
doesn't have something to gain
with a win though. For Murray,
who currently sports a 2-2 district record, a victory would
effectively lock them into the
No. 2 spot in the district tournament for the first time in four
years. It would also be the first
time since that season the
Tigers swept the regular season
series.
"We haven't been a two seed
in a long while so that would be
something special for the guys,"
Adair said. "but also they're
going for their 10th win and
that's something that they want
to get as well. There is a lot of
motivation going into (tonight).
I shouldn't have to motivate
these guys at all."
As for Calloway, the implications are equally appealing.
With a win, the Lakers would
claw their way right back into
the running for their fourth
straight second place finish in
the district.
Still, as for on the court
action, one thing that won't
change for either school will be
their defensive focus as both
team's boast a playmaker the
other will be gameplanning to
stop.
For Calloway, that player
will be Kendall Deese, who
scored a game high 20 points
and netted the game winner on
Jan. 13.
"He got loose on us a couple
of times." Calloway County
head coach Bruce Lane said.
"In spurts. we did a pretty good
job on him, but we definitely
have to keep him out of the
lane. You would rather him
shoot out on the floor than get

\-A1111

.,•

in the lane, but he made two
three's on us last time. We definitely have to do.a good job on
him. He's the ikey'to their team
and when he plays well, they're
hard to beat."
The Tigers, on the other
hand, will key on the post
where Calloway big man
Michael Arnett scored 19 points
in their last meeting.
"We will make sure that we
do all that we can to play
Michael in a way that's advantageous for us," Adair said.
"That would be myriad of ways
because Michael is such a good
player. You have to try to take
him away or at least take him
out of the game or get him to do
some things that he doesn't like
to."
That said, regardless of tac-

tics, once the ball is put into
play in a rivalry game anything
can happen. That uncertainty,
coupled with a few constants, is..
part of what makes the Classic
so exciting Lane said.
"When
Murray
and
Calloway play, I've -seen it
where nothing even similar
happens in the second game,"
he noted, "(but) some things
never change as far as the rivalry goes. It will be a good game
and probably a close game. It
comes down to key possessions
and that's what it came down to
two weeks ago. Whether it be in
the first or fourth quarter,
they're all big and we have to
value each one of them. Key
plays at key times and turnovers
at key times is what will be the
difference in the game."

Low CD rates? Say"hi"
to Woodmen of the World.
With Certificates of Deposit, the interest rate may be
you're taxed even/ year on the gain, and you may not
have much confidence in banks.
With a Woodmen of the World annuity, you can:
• Earn competitive interest rates
• Benefit from tax-deferred.earnings
• Feel secure choosing a company with more than a
century of experience in helping families
Cat today to find out more information
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wvvvv.bennettmotorsinc.com
2008 BMW 328i
4 Door, Sport Pkg , 6 Cyl., Auto 85K Miles,

2007 Toyota Tacoma
Extended Cab

Autumnwood, Nice!

4x4, V-6, Auto., Power Windows & Locks, Only 38K Miles'

NOW $20,250

NOW '21,750

2006 Toyota Solara
Convertible

2005 Mazda B-4000
Extended Cab

V-6, Leather, Auto., Silver, Only 98K Miles1

4x4, V-6, Auto., Locally Owned, Black, Only 101K Miles1

NOW $12,950

NOW $8,950

2004 Jeep Liberty Limited
4x4, Alloy Whets, V-6, New Tires, Sityer,

2002 Ford Ranger
Extended Cab

Only 88K Miles!

2WD, V-6. Auto., XII, Red, 100K Miles, Sharp!

NOW '8,950

NOW '7,950

2000 Chevy Blazer
4x4, White, local Trade-1n

2008 Chevrolet HHR
Panel Wagon

Sharp'

4 Cyl , Power Windows & Locks, Silver, Great for a Business

NOW $4,950

NOW '7,850

2005 Chevrolet C-1500
Regular Cab

2009 Nissan Ultima Hybrid

2WD, Auto, Short Bed Red 86K Miles Nice'

Great Gas Mileage, Gray, All Power, 52K Miles,
Like Newl

NOW '8,950

NOW $14,950

Greg Wyatt — Tony Horvath — Ray Ralph
HWY. 45 NORTH MAYFIELD
(270) 247-4720 • 800-363-4720
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HEART OF HAZEL ANTIQUE
& COLLECTIBLES MALL
Main Street in Hazel, KY
Over 14,000 sq.ft. and 100+ dealer spaces. show
cases, wall display, and shelving spaces available
First come, first choice availablity. Customers, come
and buy from all over the USA. Reserve your spots
now! They will fill up fast. Call Russell Essary at
Home:(270) 753-8623
Mall:(270) 492-8140
Cell:(270) 293-0115
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GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
Help Warned
BARTENDER, waitress
for 641 Bar & Grill,
Puryear, TN. night shift;
Contact Tommy
731-247-5794

DISCLAIMER
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a Business!
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TS

benefit package. Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky. Apply in person at Lake

EOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
RCSResidential
Cleaning
Services.
Want your home to
look the best? Put us to
the test! Free esti226-5641
mates.
Affordable

Merchant's
Market

060

111

afternoon LPN. We also offer an excellent

Main Street Hwy 641 S !Benton, KY 42025
Notice

looths availate*
2321 94E.
(270)227-1969

'i't happen.

Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center is
currently accepting applications for a full-time

Way Nursing & Rehabilitation Center 2607

shots.
led

Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center is
currently accepting applications for the
following position: RN Part-Time day shift.
Must be licensed in the State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Lake Way Nursing & Rehab
Center 2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton.
KY 42025 EOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

When accessing the
'help wasned" section
on our classified',
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray anttiocal job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

Start your own busi
ness. 4-N-1 Vending
Machines. All newGreat potential!
270-226-5444
120
Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Went to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
stove,
refrigerator,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109
Old New Yorker magazines 293-6756
Buying & Selling
Old U.S. Coins,
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars, halves.
quarters. dimes.
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets
Randy Brandon
293-6999
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
150

VACUUM cleaners
Electrolux.
Kirby,
Jerry
Rainbow.
Sporting
Goods,
Mayfield.

Apoinces

USED APPLIANCES

REAL Estate agent. 1st
Kentucky Reality.
270-978-1202

605 E South 12th St

LARGE
SELECTION
WARD-ELKINS

(270) 753-1713
Sports Equipment

UPG in Paducah has
an opening for a
safety director, must
be experienced in
safety. degree or
experience required.
Please call Eric at
450-4145 or toll free
at 1-800-874-4427
ext. 145 or email to
egibson@upgas.com
SEASONAL CDL driv
er. Class A required
Apply in person at
1266 Brewers Hwy.
Hardin. EOE

Need to fax
your ad?
Our number is
270-753-1927

FARM WORKER. LABORER
2 Temporary Positions
Employment dates are as follows:
3/15/2012 thru 1/15/2013
Guaranteed _ of contract hours. All tools
Provided at no cost. Free housing provided for
Non-commuting workers. Transportation and
Subsistence reimbursed to worker upon completion of 50 % of contract. Pay rate of $ 9.38
per hour. Howton Farm Eddyville, KY. Duties
include planting, fertilizing, irngating, & harvesting hay. Apply for this job or send resume to
nearest State Workforce Agency Office with a
copy of this advertisement, and Job Order
#KY0444142

Join The H Group of Kentucky Impact Plus
team providing services in the 17 western most
counties of Kentucky (Ballard, Calloway.
Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Livingston,
Marshall, McCracken, Caldwell, Christina,
Crittenden, Hopkins, Lyon, Muhlenberg, Todd,
Trigg) as a 1) SERVICE COORDINATOR,
BA/BS in Behavioral Science + 1 yr post graduate employment working w/children OR Masters
Degree in Human Services. 2) THERAPIST
Licensed Behavioral Health Professional or
Behavioral Health Professional under Clinical
Supervision. OR Lead our team as an
3) CUNICAL SERVICES EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.
Master's in human service related field +
Clinical Licensure & 5 yrs successful management and supervisory exp.
Deadline forApplications 02/17/12.
For detailed descriptions, experience & educational qualifications, salary. & application
instructions, go to
www.buildingbettertomorrows.org - click on job
opportunities, e-mail kim.fleck@hgroup.org, or
call 618-937-6483, press "4" at the greeting.
Applications can be e-mailed to
kim.fleck@hgroup.org or mailed to 2715 Olivet
Church Road Suite 2 Paducah, KY 42001.
YOU can make a difference in our communities
- Build Better Tomorrows TODAY. EOE.

Articles
For Sale

RN/LPN Full time 2p10p Apply in person at
Acres
Green
HealthCare, 402 W.
Farthing, Mayfield KY.

SAFETY
DIRECTOR

Lake Way Nursing & Rehab Center now has an
opening for a full-time afternoon Kentucky
Medication Assistant (KMA). We offer an
excellent benefit package.
Apply in person
at Lake Way Nursing & Rehab Center 2607
Main Street Benton, KY No phone calls please
EOEJAAE

Motorcycle helmets
lackets, boots, saddle
bags Jerry Sporting
Goods, Mayfield, KY

The Murray Ledger & Times
has a part-time clerical position available.
Applicant must have computer knowledge
and be able to multi-task. Personal and
communication skills required. Send
resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-1,
Murray, KY 42071.
No phone calls.
Interested applicants must apply by resume
only; interviews will be granted to qualified
applicants AFTER resumes are reviewed.
Absolutely no on-the-spot interviews will be
conducted.

Lf,fiLER &TIMES
320
Apartments For Rent
let Full Mo Rent Free

Nice 2BR No pets
753-9866
320
*genres For Rent
1 OR 2br apts nea
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
2BR, brick, W/D hookup, clean, redecorated,
not pets $425/mo
293-6070
4BR, 2BA $550/mo.
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dnve
1BR & 2BR Apts
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283 ..0
6
cr Equal opportunity
Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
today.
appointment
270-753-2905

Ilti(N1111

NICE 2BR, 2BA duplex
with full garage, appliances. No pets. Lease
required. 227-7414
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
Several 2BR duplexs
now.
available
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898

91

Houses For Rent
1BR cabin $500/mo,
$500/dep,
includes
cable & all utilities. No'
pets. 206-1837 after
3-5BR available now.
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
House for rent or sale.
2BR,
appliances.
$550/mo plus deposit.
lyr lease. 753-8588.
978-5588
Small
2BR
rental
house. $425 rent, $425
deposit
227-6431,
293-6156
STUDENTS- HOUSE
ON CAMPUS 4BR,
2BA, C/H/A, 1YR
LEASE.
ONLY
$600/MO. 436-5085
270-705-2274
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
a 9 an. - 4 p.m. M-F
KEY MINI

WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
NORTHWOOD
STORAGE
.6x20
•6X24
O10X12
.10X20
•10x24
.20x24

(270)978-1107
(270)978-1109,
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
sWe sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
mmercial Prop
111Prii
For Sale
Commercial property
509 North 13th Street
2.89 acres zoned "B
12", will subdivide
(270) 759-4081
Development property,
2004-1/2 College Farm
Road, 2.137 acres,
perfect for apartments.
(270) 759-4081
Office building, 1616
Highway 121 North,
10,000sq.ft.
(270)293-8258
or
(270)759-4081
Office space, 1616
Highway 121 North, up
to 6,666 sq.ft. available
7-1-12.
or
(270)293-8258
(270)759-4081
375
Commerical Prop. For Rent
Retail or Office space
1304 Chestnut
(University Shops).
1600-3200sq.ft. available. (270) 759-4081

DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
Free cats and kittens.
270-556-5352
Shih-tzu
puppies.
Male/female.
CKC
shots/wormed. $250$300 270-804-8103

.1 i.. ph,
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger 8,
Times
270-753-1916

04d .1001eWhVre 10

310If
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,
' LAI...0 to the Federal Fair
Act which makes it
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l. .ised on race, color, rile
,
handkar, tantilial sta!u, or national origin, or miention to make any such rreteremes limitation,
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'
,tate
torhid discrimination
in the .ale. rental or ad,ertising
in real state based on factors in
addition to those protected
under tederal jams
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,,I,ertising tor real estate w hich
h not in violation ot the taw All
persons are hereb% informed
that all dwellings &berthed are
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I I,.nuni; Advertising, require,ontact 'AA Counxel
I' \Illam. 170114
,
11M11,
•
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460
Homes For Sale
Beautiful brick home,
2.000sqft, 3BR, 3BA, 2
car garage, carport,
3acres, lake, 4MI to
Murray. $249.000.00.
731-247-6193
Great starter home in
the city limits. 38R.
2BA. 1134 sq .ft. 1633
Catalina Dr. Murray.
$98,000.
759-5327.
lOrealty.corn

New 2-4

DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Reasonable Rates
Quality Service
270-293-8192

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell

Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing
We Do It Alll
No Job To Small,
270-873-9916
or visit our websito
kentuckylake
remodeling.com
FREE ESTIIIATES
FIVE STAR
CONSTRUCTION
We will beat anybody's
prices on
ANY TYPE OF
CONSTRUCTION
including
METAL ROOFS.
'Free Estimates!'
270-227-3493

NEW Listing
3BR. 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-21 0-378 1
270-559-2032

Two story 3BR, 1BA.
All appliances included
on 4 acres. Located
between
Wildcat
Recreation Area and
Irvin Cobb Resort.
$64,000.00. 293-5587

if you've oot It we can store It"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Review
*Discovery Flight

Monitor Your Home or Office...
from anywhere Isla Internet or smart phone

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

Gallimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

We Finance
hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461
2005 Lincoln towncar
Signature. 105k miles.
excellent condition in
Murray. 58,000.00
847-409-5787

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Contact us today for peace of mind

www.geelle.weebly.com
(270) 759-0890

•

PICK UP

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

"WIEFIRENIF

•Tnmming

DEVELOPMENT

•Removal

General Contractor

*Stump Grinding
'Firewood
•Insured
(270) 489-2839

*Additions
•Kadseas & &Aromas
•Decks
•lnumesce Work

Since 1986
Res.. Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

753-9562
,...w.tullelectric corn
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
All Carpentry &
Handyman Service
Over 25 years Call
Don, Murray area
519-8570.
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Pumping.
excavator, back hoe.
hauling. Accept major
credit cards. 978-0343.

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

Owner:
Greg Mansfield
(270) 293-8480
HALL'S WAS IF

• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Asa & MasterCard

Accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

REAL Tree Building
Garages,
Decks,
Buildings,
Porches,
Barns, & New Houses
293-6222
Reliable trustworthy
house cleaning, references available. Will
concentrate on what's
important to you and
adjust hours to your
satisfaction. Pet friendly 270-493-2690

HILL sum(
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
TRUCICING
MI Veer Sufis Muds
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Grovel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-114416

Check irk
OR the web!

*subscribe to the

* LNER&Timb

Jonotilooftog Co
*Tear Offs
-Recovers •Repelrs
Locally owned
Licensed & Insured

Will Do Insurance Work

.
(270)220-5444

1

Home Delivery
3 mo....-.- ....$30.00
6 mo........_355.00

Local Mail
,Callrrway
3 mo....._.....-&30.00

.00 6 166*
*-$55."
1 yr...............S105.00

"Ousitty

Hill Electric

David's Home
Improvement
LLc

Licensed & Insured

MANAGEMENT

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

Commercial/lesidential
James C. GallImere

FREE

6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance
96 Goldwing Trike
$24,500
24,000mi
270-227-1968
490
Used Cars

Ave.• 753-3853

GARLANE
RENTAL

Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

your iitsr

We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

workmanship you
can daptind on!"

AD Other Mail
Subscriptiom
3m.. -440.09 3m°.-----$75M°
6 am----lit. 6 inn. .....-..-.$96.00
1 yr.----41211.00 1 yr.....----4145.00
Rest of KY/TN
(Paryeer a Bachman 1

293-0354

Carpet & Fioor
Covering
Sales xi lumina:Inn

I Check

641

South I Snnkstci

483 Tam mitylor llrell
753-7Tiff
Tree
YEARRY'S
Service and mowing
Licensed and insured
24 hour emergency
assistance Free estimates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Visa

MI('

Name_

45 Years Experience
Visit Our Showroom

Money Order

I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
S.

St. Address
City
Zip

State
Daytime Ph.

Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Dos 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 763-1918
a
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SUDOKU
Conceptis SudoKu

LOVELINE -$10 EACH
no more than 25 words)

Deadline for receipt of
photos 6- love lines is
Thursday, February 9
at 5PM.
Hugs & Kisses to
my Daddy
Chad Hughes
I Love Youl
Ava Hughes
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in the past."
The course, an in-depth eight hour class approved by both the U.
S. Coast Guard and the state, will be taught by Coast Guard
Auxiliary instructors from the Kentucky Lake Flotilla.

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, Jan. 28, 2012:
This year avoid power plays and conflicts. You often could he disappointed by others' reactions. Learn not to rely on this type of feedhack. You have the ability to he spontaneous, quick-witted and
dynamic. Don't allow others to stop you. If you are single, you could
he attracted to someone who is not emotional available. Look within to decide if this is a repeating pattern. If you are attached, the two
of you need to agree to disagree. Make different opinions an asset to
creating better ideas. ARIES knows how to help you out of the doldrums.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive:
3-Average: 2-So-so; I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Your ability to energize and get going marks your decisions
Others naturally want to go off with you on an adventure Make choices that suit you. A fnend comes up with an exciting idea, which you
will pounce on. Tonight: The world is your oyster
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Take some time off from the grueling pace Though it might not
be OK in your mind to cancel or change plans, someone else does it
with ease. A certain amount of upset surrounds this situation Stop
rather than react Tonight. Take it slow and easy
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Your ability to lighten up a situation takes over. An awkward
moment is avoided because of your finesse A friend plays an instrumental rote in what occurs. Tonight You are the parts,0
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Your skill and ability to get past an immediate snafu helps
clear the way for a very important event or happening. You will
assume the lead Note what your sense of responsibility might be
creating in your life Check in with an older parent or friend Tonight
The lead actor.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might have difficulty coming to terms with an associate
causing a
or friend. This person might have done a total reversal,
it be the
let
go;
let
and
smart
Be
it.
expected
least
you
when
problem

6 9
5 3
8 7
9 5
1 4
2 8

5 2 8 1 3 4 9 7 6
6 3 9 8 7 2 5 4 1
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11=111.1
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ushers and room monitors, along with the contest judges. Members of Post 73 served as ushers and room monitors, along
with the contest judges.
Powell will now advance to the Area A level of the contest with an opportunity to advance to further levels that include
scholarships of $18,000, $16,000 and $14,000 for first, second
and third places at the national level.

U. S. Coast Guard to offer boating safety class
The U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary's Kentucky Lake Flotilla invites
fishermen, hunters, sailors, personal watercraft operators, runabout
and houseboat operators and their passengers to take a free safe
boating course Saturday, Jan. 28, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the
Glendale Road Church of Christ, Murray.
"In the past we have had to charge a nominal fee to cover the cost
of the books and tests," said Beale Canon, one of the class instructors and Flotilla Public Education Staff Officer. "Now we are
pleased to have made an arrangement with the Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources to supply the textbooks,
tests and certification of completion at no cost to our organization or
to the students. We will be covering essentially the same material as

3 5 4 1 2
4 7 8 6 1
62 9 3 4
2 4 1 7 6
5 9 2 8 3
1 3 6 5 7

I ****

American Legion oratorical contest names winners

Special to the Ledger

7
9
5
8
6
4

•••

Photo provided.
High
County
Calloway
Betts,
Nick
School;
Pictured above, front row, from left, are: Nicole Peters, Lyon County High
Leipzig,
David
and
High
School;
Tilghman
Paducah
School; Bryant Powell, Mayfield High School; Victoria Potter,
They are: Bob Powell; Duane
Marshall County High School. Standing behind the contestants are Post 73 members.
judges Bill Cowan, Angie
contest
with
along
Clemons;
Jim
and
Holland;
Dick
Brown; Cecil Cowsert; Oakley Swart;
Winkler.
Scott
and
Winkler
Hatton, Jerry Penner, Angie

Special to the Ledger
American Legion Post 73 of Murray recently hosted the
First District Oratorical Contest for 2011-12 at the George
Weaks Community Center in Murray.
Bryant Powell, of Mayfield High School, won First District
champion and received a plaque and $500. First District runner-up Victoria Potter, of Paducah Tilghman High School,
received a plaque and $250. Members of Post 73 served as

II)

Answer to previous puzzle

Please
No Phone Calls

40
,

Sudoku ts a nurnber-pleang puzzle based one 8s9 pro eieh
several given numbers The Mewl ma Si piece the numbers I Si 9
Si the empty Sque106 SO lhat each row each column ano each
3s3 boa contorts the same number only once The difficulty level
of the Concepts Sudeau increases from Monday to Sunday

First Come
First Serve

(no more than two people per
picture and no more than 15 words)
$S more for a double spot

Mail information, payment, and sender's name
and phone number to
PO. Box 1040. Murray, KY 42071 or come by
the office at 1001 Whitnell Ave, Murray
between 8:00a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
Contact Natasha at (270)753-1916for more
information.

Murray

Times

•

PICTURES - $12 EACH

Free
Pallets

Murray Ledger & limes

"Our area has experienced a recent rise in fatalities and accidents
on the lakes," said Bill Husfield, another instructor and Immediate
Past Division Commander. "Most accidents can be prevented with
proper care and training. We encourage anyone who goes out on the
lakes and rivers for any reason to take the class."
The class will cover discussions of getting the boat underway,
operating the boat safely, reviewing legal requirements, dealing with
boating emergencies, boating in foul weather, avoiding hypothermia
and enjoying water sports while boating. Also, time is allotted for
questions and answers._
Most insurance companies offet discounts on boat insurance to
boat owners who successfully complete this course. In addition, the
course meets Kentucky regulations for young boaters (ages 12
through 17 years) who must acquire certification before operating
solo on personal watercraft and other boats.
For information, call Beale Canon at 753-4934 or Bill Husfield at
(270) 354-9966.

by Jacqueline Blgar
other person's issue Tonight. Try a movie or listen to jazz
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might want to look at a situation with new eyes What
you are hearing could surprise even you A partner could do something so stunning that you have to catch your breath_ A child or loved
one could be complicating matters Tonight. Follow another person's
lead.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You might not be sure of yourself If you have an opportunity to
clear out a problem with a family member, please do Touch base
with a friend, and make plans to meet halfway. if not today, then
soon. Tonight: Surround yourself with music.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Clearly a little exercise hurts no one, and you could gain from
making it more of a habit Choose an activity that works with your
daily life. You might not be sure which way to go with a project or a
key matter. Tonight. Don't read more into someone's mood than
exists.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** What you see occurring could surprise you Rather than
stand back, be willing to take a risk You could have a ball. Use special care when dealing with your finances. A mistake could cause a
big problem. Tonight Where the fun lies
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You might want to grab an opportunity and move on it. If you
do, you might disappoint various people. Think about what you are
doing before you leap into action. Others might be very challenging
and disagreeable. Tonight: For now, stay close to home.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Catch up with a close relative He or she might have some
fun news. A neighbor also might want to talk. Clear out these conversations before you make plans, as they could impact your choices
Maintain your sense of humor with others Tonight Join a friend for
dinner.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Extremes could be costly in more than the obvious way A
friend does a very strange turnabout, forcing you to look at a situation differently. He or she pressures you to agree with him or her
Give yourself space to think and decide. Tonight Accept an invitation
out.

Menus for the lunchrooms of the Calloway County Schools and
Murray City School for the week of Jan. 30-Feb. 3 have been released
by Pat Lane, Calloway director. and Mallory Cathey, Murray director.
Menus, subject to occasional changes. based on availability. are as
follows:
MURRAY CITY
Murray Preschool/Head Start - Breakfast - (milk and fruit served
daily) - Monday - chicken biscuit: Tuesday - egg & cheese mcmuffin: Wednesday - sausage biscuit; Thursday - cereal: Friday - cinnamon biscuit.
Lunch - (milk, fruit and vegetables served daily) - Monday ravioli/corn muffin, black-eyed peas, applesauce; Tuesday - chicken
nuggets. green beans, mandarin oranges: Wednesday - spaghetti/breadstick, vegetable blend, applesauce; Thursday - country fried steak/gravy,
mashed potatoes, mandarin oranges; Friday - fish & cheese sandwich.
broccoli & cheese, pineapple.
Murray Elementary - Breakfast - (toast. cereal, milk and fruit
served daily) - Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday - egg & cheese
mcmuffin; Wednesday - sausage biscuit: Thursday - pancake sausage
on a stick; Friday - cinnamon biscuit.
Lunch - (Fruit, vegetables and milk served daily) - Monday mini burrito. chicken sandwich. Mexican rice, corn, side salad: Tuesday - Salisbury steak/roll, ham & cheese sub, mashed potatoes. green
peas; Wednesday - spaghetti/breadstick. turkey club wrap. corn, vegetable blend: Thursday - stuffed crust pizza. grilled chicken sandwich. lima beans, diced potatoes; Friday - chicken nuggets, fish &
cheese sandwich. hashbrown casserole, green beans.
Middle - Breakfast - (toast, cereal, milk and fruit served daily) Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday - egg & cheese mcmuffin: Wednesday - sausage biscuit; Thursday - pancake sausage on a stick, Friday - cinnamon biscuit.
Lunch - (Fruit, vegetables and milk served dail)) - Monday ravioli/corn muffin, fish sandwich, side salad, black-eyed peas. turnip
greens: Tuesday - chicken nuggets. turkey- & cheese sub, mandarin
orange salad, scalloped potatoes. steamed broccoli; Wednesday - Salisbury steak/gravy, hot ham & cheese, chef salad, mashed potatoes,
green beans: Thursday - crispito w/cheese, hot dog, fiesta rice, corn,
side salad: Friday - ribette sandwich, stuffed crust pizza. grilled chicken salad, potato wedges. baked beans.
High - Breakfast - (toast, cereal, milk and fruit served daily) Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday - egg & cheese mcmuffin: Wednesday - sausage biscuit; Thursday - pancake sausage on a stick; Friday - cinnamon biscuit.
Lunch - (milk, vegetables and fruit served daily) - -Monday ravioli/corn muffin, fish sandwich, grilled chicken salad. black-eyed
peas, turnip greens; Tuesday - chicken nuggets. turkey & cheese sub.
mandarin orange salad, tiny whole potatoes, green beans; Wednesday
- spaghetti/breadstick, chicken Caesar wrap. chef salad, vegetable blend,
side salad; Thursday - country fried steak/gravy, roast beef & Swiss,
grilled chicken salad, mashed potatoes. green peas; Friday - stuffed
crust pizza, fish & cheese sandwich, mandarin orange salad. French
fries. broccuIr& cheese. —
CALLOWAY 'COUNTY Preschool and Little Laker Harbour - Snack - (milk served
daily) - Monday - cereal. fruit; Tuesday - graham crackers, fruit cup:
Wednesday - graham crackers, fruit; Thursday - apple cinnamon
toast; Friday - cheese & crackers.
Breakfast - (milk and juice served daily) - Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday - apple cinnamon toast; Wednesday - oatmeal & toast:
Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gray; Friday - poptan.
Lunch - (milk served daily) - Monday - chicken noodle soup.
crackers. carrots; Tuesday - mini corn dogs. tater tots, fruit cup;
Wednesday - popcorn chicken, creamed potatoes. green peas. roll:
Thursday - taco salad. Mexican rice, mixed fruit; Friday - deli turkey
& cheese sandwich, chips. fruit.
Elementaries - Snack - (milk served daily) - Monday - cereal.
fruit; Tuesday - peanut butter & jelly sandwich: Wednesday - cocoa
bar; Thursday - apple cinnamon toast; Friday - peanut butter & jelly
sandwich.
Breakfast - (cereal, toast, fresh fruit, fruit juice and milk served
daily) Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday - apple cinnamon toast:
Wednesday - breakfast pizza; Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy:
Friday - eggs. hashbrowns & toast.
Lunch - (assorted vegetables, fresh fruit, chef salads and milk
served daily) Monday - chicken vegetable soup, corn dog. grilled
cheese sandwich: Tuesday - hot dog. turkey & cheese sandwich,
peanut butter 8c jelly sandwich: Wednesday - chicken nuggets w/roll.
pimento cheese sandwich, yogurt 8e animal crackers; Thursday - beef
quesadilla. breaded chicken sandwich, peanut butter & jelly sandwich:
Friday - chicken fajita, hamburger. grilled cheese sandwich.
Middle -(assorted cereal, toast, poptans. muffins, yogurt, fresh
fruit, fruit juice and milk served daily) Breakfast - Monday - pancake & sausage on a stick w/synip: lhesday - muffins: Wednesday
- cinnamon biscuit; Thursday - breakfast pizza: Friday - French toast
sticks w/syrup.
Lunch - (assorted vegetables, fruit. chef salads and milk served
daily) Monday - chicken patty w/gravy & roll, corn dog. peanut butter & jelly sandwich: Tuesday - hot dog. turkey & cheese sandwich.
pizza; Wednesday - cheesy burrito, hamburger. ham 8c cheese sandwich; Thursday - chicken nuggets w/roll, BBQ ribette sandwich. submarine sandwich; Friday - taco salad w/Mexican cornbread, chuckwagon sandwich. Laker wrap.
High - Breakfast (assorted cereal, toast. poptans. muffins, yogurt,
fresh fruit and milk served daily) - Monday - breakfast pizza: Tuesday - muffins; Wednesday - pancake & sausage on a stick w/synip:
Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy; Friday - ham & cheese biscuit.
Lunch - (chef salad, fresh fruit, vegetables, deli sandwiches. hamburgers, pizza and milk served daily) Monday - chicken fajita, corn
dog; Tuesday - pizza, cheeseburger; Wednesday - taco salad w/Mexican cornbread, hot ham & cheese sandwich; Thursday - chicken
nuggets w/roll. cheeseburger. Friday - BBQ ribette w/roll, spicy chicken sandwich.
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Thelma Rowland. who resides
at Hickory Woods Retirement
Center. celebrated her 100th birthday with her friends at the center.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Howard, of
Murray.celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary with friends and
family Jan. 18. at a dinner hosted by their children at the MSU
Curris Center.
Terry Garvin. associate pastor
of First Baptist Church. spoke
about the Islamic faith and made
comparisons to the Christian faith
at a meeting of the Murray Kiwanis Club Jan. 24.
In basketball, the Lady Tigers
beat Heath 74-44. High scorer
for Murray was Ashley Tripp
with 26 points.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital welcomes Karla Keese as
the new Director of Pharmacy.
Twenty years ago
Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer, Murray, has been invited to speak at
a seminar on "Biomagnetic Medicine" at the University of Mexico City by Dr. Hector E.
Solorzano del Rio.
The Murray Ledger & Times
captured seven individual awards
at the Kentucky Press Association's 1991 Fall Newspaper Contest.
Members of the Murray community participated in ribbon cutting ceremonies at the Small World
Academy on 12th St.
Julie Wickham. assistant director of Physical Therapy at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, recently earned a masters of
science degree in neurological
physical therapy from the University of Indianapolis.
Business leaders from throughout Murray attended a ribbon
cutting for Re-Max Properties.
Ltd. in the Bel-Air Center.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Rogers celebrated their 35th wedding
anniversary Dec. 23.
Thirty years ago

Two local students have been
named for the Good Citizen
awards given annually by the
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter
of the Daughters of the American Revolution. Trisha Clark. Calloway County High School and
Mark Hussung. Murray High
School.
In basketball, the Lady Lakers
beat Wingo 44-39. Rachel Lamb
scored a personal high of 25
points.
Shawn Simmons of the Murray Police Boxing Club earned
the lightweight boxing title during the recent Coca Cola Invitational Boxing Tournament in
Jackson, Tenn.
Pictured are four generations,
Opal Morgan with her son, Robert
Morgan, granddaughter, Kathy
Opatik, and two great-grandchildren. Kellie and Michael Opatik.
Faye Austin, an assistant professor of nursing at MSU, has
successfully completed the certifying the certifying examination
by the American Nurses Association for recognition as pediatric
nurse practitioner.
In basketball, The Lakers beat
Mayfield 56-55. High scorer for
Calloway was Keith Lovett with
20 points.
Forty years ago
Loyal Order of Moose and
Legion of Moose Lodge No. 2011
had donated an emergency vehicle to Calloway County Fire-Rescue. Paul Grogan, lodge governor, had presented the title to
Max Dowdy, chief of rescue unit.
Fifty years ago
Murray State College Board of
Regents had approved the purchase of four tracts of land
between Payne and Chestnut
Streets on the northeast side of
campus at a meeting Jan. 26.
Sixty years ago
Sgt. Billy Gene Thurmond, son
of Mr. and Mrs. J:Z. Thurmond,
had been in combat in Korea for
the past eight months with an
artillery unit firing 120 mm guns.

By the Associated Press
Today is Friday, Jan. 27, the
27th day of 2012. There are 339
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 27, 1967, astronauts
Virgil I. -Gus" Grissom, Edward
H. White and Roger B. Chaffee
died in a flash fire during a test
aboard their Apollo spacecraft.
On this date:
In 1756, composer Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart was born in
Salzburg, Austria.
In 1880, Thomas Edison
received a patent for his electric

incandescent lamp.
In 1943. some 50 bombers
struck Wilhelmshaven in the first
all-American air raid against Germany during World War II.
In 1945, Soviet troops liberated the Nazi concentration camps
Auschwitz and Birkenau in Poland.
In 1951. an era of atomic testing in the Nevada desert began
as an Air Force plane dropped a
one-kiloton bomb on Frenchman
Flat.
In 1967. more than 60 nations
signed a treaty banning the orbiting of nuclear weapons.
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DEAR ABBY: I am very fairskinned and turn red easily, especially when I'm nervous or embarrassed. It has made me afraid to
speak in public or to go to large
events where there may be a lot
of people. Do you have any advice
on how I can get over this? -BLUSHING EVEN NOW IN
PHOENIX
DEAR BLUSHING: What you
have described may be a symptom of social phobia. There are
effective treatments for it, and
you can find out more about them
by discussing your problem with
your physician.

Gradually lowering salt intake
makes it easier not to miss
DEAR DOCTOR K: My blood foods such as cold cuts and canned
pressure has been creeping up vegetables These are the biggest
lately, so my doctor suggested I sources of sodium in our diets
reduce the amount of salt in rn!, Choose fresh and minimally
diet Where should I start?
processed foods instead
DEAR READER That's good
If you cant eliminate processed
advice -- and its good advice for foods entirely, then compare brands
most people, especially for peo- to find the ones with the least
ple with high blood pressure Cut- sodium There's a surprising
ting back on salt (sodium chlo- amount if ari,ition from brand
ride) lowers blood pressure and to brand
saves lives
Also pay attention to potassiAim to limit um In contrast to sodium, more
your
daily potassium in your diet helps keep
sodium intake blood pressure in check. Many
to no more fruits and vegetables, like bananas.
than
2.3($i oranges and grapefruit, are natumilligrams rally low in sodium and are good.
(about a tea- sources Of potassium.
spoon)
per
Retrain your taste buds to enjoy;
day.
foods with less sodium. Reduce
How
do salt gradually and consistently,
Dr. Komaroff you do that? rather than trying to cut back by
Start reading a large amount all at once. AS
By
food labels to time goes on. you won't miss the
Dr. Anthony find out how salt. I used to sprinkle lots of
Komaroff
much sodium salt on nearly everything I ate
is in the foods (no. not on apple pie). After gradyou eat. That's the easy part. Of ually using less salt over seve,ral
course, if you're eating out, it's months, the same foods I use4
harder.
to put salt on taste great without
Some chain restaurant and fast- it.
food meals can top 5,000 milSome people are born to be
ligrams of sodium per serving -- more sensitive to salt, and salt in
that's more than an entire day's their diet is more likely to raise
recommended sodium intake. their blood pressure. There is no
Check restaurant websites for sodi- easy way to know if you are one
um information, or ask your serv- of those people, but there is an
er to steer you to low-salt choic- easy way to measure your blood
es.
pressure. Particularly if your doe.;
In some cases it's not hard to tor has ever told you that your
tell which foods to avoid. Cer- blood pressure was high or bortain foods are inherently high in derline high, talk to him or her
sodium, so go light on them. about using a home blood presSome of the biggest culprits are sure machine. It is simple to use
pizza
with
meat toppings, and accurate.
processed cheese, hot dogs, salaWe have more information on
mi and spaghetti with sauce. Even preventing high blood pressure in
white bread has a lot of sodium our Special Health Report,"Hyperin it.
tension: Controlling the Silent
Watch out for hidden sodium. Killer." You can find out more
too. Some foods that are high in about it at my website.
sodium may not taste especially
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
salty. Examples include breakfast and professor at Harvard Medcereals, bakery muffins, energy ical School. To send questions
and sports drinks.
and get additional information
Avoid processed and prepared go to wwwAslcDoctorK.com.) •
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MoTlJfRS ARE wE iRD
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LOCK
YOUR
BAGS
WHEN
GOING
ABROAD
Dear
Heloise: We
will be traveling by air to
South America. Should we
put a LOCK on our checked baggage? -- Sheri in California
Hi, Sheri: The answer is an
absolute yes! Heloise Central was
referred by the Transportation
Security Administration to one of
the Department of State's websites, www.travel.state.gov. (The
TSA has jurisdiction only in the
US.) The State Department recommends that you lock your bags.
Use a TSA-approved lock so that
it can be opened by the TSA. if
necessary.. You also may want to
carry plastic zip ties (found in
home-improvement stores)to secure
your bags, especially if going out
of the United States.
The State Department also
advises people traveling in a foreign country. to travel light, and
to leave valuables and items that
can't be replaced at home.-Heloise

by
Heloise

EASY READER
Dear Heloise: I thought that
my son would never learn to read.
Then an older boy gave him some
comic books, and just like a miracle, he started reading. I had the
same problem with his younger
brother. My husband bought a
book about one of the superheroes.
It was just like we flipped a switch
-- he started reading.
I had always read to my children and tried to encourage them,
but it was comic books that did
the trick. -- Ellen B., Lady Lake,
Fla.
MAKIN' BACON
Dear Heloise: I like to buy
bacon in 1-pound packages when
it is on sale, and I use it mostly for seasoning dishes. Since I
rarely need a whole package, here's
what I do: Using kitchen shears.
I cut across the entire slab into
preferred sizes, usually I-inch Sections. I then slip the amount I
want (on the cardboard backing)
into freezer bags and freeze.
If you want to save freezer
bags, place two sections back-toback in a bag. Simply pull a bag
out of the freezer and throw the
bacon into the skillet or pot. It
thaws very quickly. -- Celeste H.,
Barclay, Texas
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:

Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: 1-210-HELOISE
Entail: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
ADDED PADDING
Dear Heloise: A friend recently broke her ankle and had to
wear a "boot." It rubbed on her
foot and the incision,and,of course,
was uncomfortable. She decided
to slip a sanitary napkin in there.
and it acted as a buffer. She also
used a cloth diaper one day, which
worked just as well. -- J.M. in
Texas
EASY BREAKFAST
Dear Heloise: While making
breakfast. I came up with a new
hint! I accidentally overbaked the
biscuits a little, so I immediately
wrapped them in a damp tea towel
and placed them inside a bowl in
the microwave (for 30 seconds on
medium power -- Heloise). They
came out very moist! -- Jolynne
G., Anaheim, Calif.
CLOTHING REDO
Dear Heloise: Here is a hint
about using clothing different ways.
I am starting to organize and
rearrange a lot of my garments
in my closet by color. I have
started rediscovering "forgotten"
items that help create new outfits. -- Anna in Virginia

Crosswords

nday - cereal.
lesday - cocoa
butter & jelly

id milk served
og. peanut butieese sandwich.
St cheese sandsandwich. subrnbread. chuck-

In 1972. "Queen of GospelMahalia Jackson,60,died in Evergreen Park. Ill,
In 1977, the Vatican issued a
declaration reaffirming the Roman
Catholic Church's ban on female
priests.
Ten years ago: The Super Bowl
matchup was decided as the New
England Patriots upset the Pittsburgh Steelers, 24-17, to win the
AFC championship and the St.
Louis Rams defeated the Philadelphia Eagles, 29-24, to win the
NFC championship.
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- chicken bistmeal & toast:

dads and milk
ti dog, grilled
;ese sandwich,
nuggets w/roll,
hursday - beef
jelly sandwich:
dwich.
, yogurt. fresh
donday - panIs; Wednesday
French toast
r
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DEAR ABBY: I was sexually assaulted two years ago by a
boy at a party I attended while

away at school I reported the
incident to local and campus police.
but there wasn't enough evidence
to have him arrested. It took me
a while to realize I needed help
to deal with it. I'm looking for a
counselor and hope to volunteer
at a rape crisis center after I have
gotten the help I need.
1 have learned that the man
who attacked me is getting married. I don't know his fiancee,
but I'm homfied at the thought
of this unsuspecting woman marrying a predator, I know if I do
nothing, anything that happens to
her or their children is on my
hands for staying silent. I don't
even know if she'd believe me.
Some advice, please, Abby. -ANXIOUS IN ALABAMA
DEAR ANXIOUS: You are
not alone. According the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention, nearly one in five women
report having been raped or suffered an attempted rape in their
lifetime. If there is a rape crisis
center near you, contact it now
and let the counselors there counsel and guide you in your healing. If you approach your predator's fiancee at this point, you
probably won't be believed. Not
being believed is like being raped
twice. So get some professional
help before you attempt to reach
out to her.

Friday,January 27,2012•58

Hints From Holoise

(milk served
tem fruit cup:
pie cinnamon

noodle soup.
ots, fruit cup:
!en peas. roll;
y - deli turkey

DEAR ABBY: A few days ago
I received a large white envelope
from a friend I had been close
to in high school "Jen" returned
every letter, card and note I had
written to her throughout our four
years of school. She thanked me
for being a
good friend
and thought I
might like to
have them.
I can't tell you
how upsetting
it was to read
how awful I
was as a
I
teenager.
Dear Abby was promiscuous, used
foul language
By Abigail
and made refVan Buren
to
erences
experimenting with drugs. It
brought back so many terrible
memories that I had blocked.
I have been married for 23
years and have three children who
would be crushed if they discovered my past. I don't know what
to do. The letters are full of history and my innermost feelings.
Some passages are humorous and
the thoughts of a silly teenager
talking to a dear friend. I can't
bring myself to throw them away
and have hidden them in my hope
chest. What should I do with
them? -- SECRETS OF THE PAST
DEAR SECRETS: The problem with the written word is that
it often outlives the writer. If you
don't want your children or grandchildren to remember you through
your true confessions, censor them
NOW.Unless you're "hoping" your
family will discover the letters
after you're gone, you should
destroy them. However,if they contain memories you would like to
keep, copy the passages down and
place those in your hope chest.

Today In History

:rved daily) Iffin: Widnesa stick; Fri-

- -Monday id. black-eyed
& cheese sub.
s: Wednesday
!getable blend.
beef & Swiss.
iday - stuffed
salad. French

COMICS/ FEATURES
High school letters bring
memories best forgotten
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ACROSS
1
6
11
12
13
14
15
16
18
19
20
21
23
25
27
28
30
33
34
36
37
39

ao
41
43

44
45
46

Deep sleeps
Crowbar
Give addresses
Worth of the theater
Alarm sound
Sorts
"Mazel
Group opposed by 007
2001 biopic
Long, long time
Bolt partner
Tony-winning musical
Evil spirit
Candy counter buy
General activity
Like many parrots
Stationery buys
Mariner
Ring feature
Old hand
Hoosier's home
Memorable time
News item
"Shut up!"
Juicy fruit
Dodge
German steel city
Spirited horse

"— kangaroo down
Spiked clubs
"Bus Stop" playwright
PC key

33
35
38
42

SQUAD
TENS
COUP LE
EXIT
ARISEN
RELY
I CEMAK ER
I CESKATE
MOD
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SCORE
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A
SPOCIEN
XES
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I
I CECREAM
AR LO
PA I RUP
LION
EGRETS
SEEK
POSSE
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PEANUTS(FA)
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I LEARNED
LOT AT THE
ART MUSEUM..

DID
TOO..

I THINK I
LEARNED SOMETH I N6
VERY IMPORTANT...
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17
22
24
26
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32

Fellow player
Jim Palmer, once
Yellow Monopoly property
Had something
Intuit
In pristine condition
Hockey's Lindros
Yellow Monopoly property
Evasive maneuver
Stopwatch button
Okra unit
Harbor boat
Guidebook feature
Bomb unit
Sail makeup
Fox hole
Mock
Put into words
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11 HOOFBEATS
EASTERN
ILLINOIS
SCHEDULE
DATE
11-11
11-16
11-20
11-23
11-26
11-30
12-3
12-7
12-10
12-18
12-21
12-30
1-4
1-7
1-12
1-14
1-19
1-21
1-26
1-28
1-30
2-2
2-4
2-9
2-11
2-15
2-18
2-23
2-25

OPPONENT TIME/RESULT
L, 79-72
at Indiana State
W, 65-61
LOYOLA-CHIC
W. 67-55
at Northern III
W 87-56
EUREKA
at Cent Arkansas L, 107-96
W. 85-80
MAINE
STONY BROOK W, 72-69
OAKLAND CITY W, 83-67
at Western Illinois L. 64-48
L. 87-72
at Northwestern
L, 64-60
at Maine
MURRAY STATE L, 73-40
W, 73-59
at SIU-E'ville
W,74at Houston Baptist
UT-MARTIN
W,68-55
at Southeast Mo. L, 80-73
TENNESSEE ST. L, 55-46
L, 76-64
AUSTIN PEAY
at Jacksonville State 7:00
7:00
at Murray State
SOUTHEAST MO
7:00
7:00
EASTERN KY.
MOREHEAD STATE 6:00
7:00
at Tennessee Tech
6:00
at UT-Martin
SIU-EDWARDSVILLE 7:00
BRACKETBUSTER
6:00
at Morehead State
6:30
at Eastern Kentucky 6:00

MURRAY STATE VS. EASTERN ILLINOIS •
SATURDAY, 7 P.M. • CFSB CENTER

Racers welcome back Aska, Wilson
MU'RRAY STATE CONTINUES TO
GET HEALTHY HEADING INTO
SATURDAY SHOWDOWN

By FUCKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
Dec. 30 v. as a night the
Murray State men's basketball
team played like a top-25 ranked
team.
With every three-pointer,
forced turnover, rim-rattling
dunk or jaw-dropping pass, the
Racers looked like the real deal.
Every game since then, however, has been one of the Racers
simply doing whatever it takes
to pick up a win.
That's not because the Racers
aren't indeed one of the nation's
top teams,it's because after Dec.
30, they had to learn to win
without senior Ivan Aska, an
All-Ohio Valley Conference forward and previous OVC
Freshman of the Year.
Aska broke his hand in the
Racers' Dec. 30 tilt with Eastern
Illinois.
Now,Aska is coming back —
against?
Eastern Illinois.
"It's
going to be good to have
OVC (Overall)
School
the big guy back," junior guard
Murray State
8-0 (20-0) Isaiah Canaan said. "He's a
Southeast Missouri 5-2 i10-9)
leader for this team, he's always
Eastern Kentucky 5-3 (12-9) got our backs, and we are ready
Austin Peay
5-3 (8-13) for him to come back and help
4-3 (12-8)
Tennessee Tech
lead us again."
Tennessee State 4-4 (11-10)
From Jan. 4 until now, the
4-4 (11-11)
Morehead State
Racers have faced a gauntlet of a
3-5 (5-12)
SIU-Edwardsville
schedule.
2-4 (9-9)
Eastern Illinois
With wins over Eastern
Jacksonville State 2-6 (7-14) Kentucky, Tennessee Tech,
Tennessee Martin 0-8 (3-18) Morehead State and Austin
Peay, the Racers have handled
Thursday
the loss of Aska much better
Tennessee State 72, Tennessee-Martin
than most highly-ranked teams
59
Tennessee Tech 82, Eastern Kentucky 65 would handle the loss of their
Southeast Missouri State 65, Austin Peay
biggest post presence.
60
With that being said, Murray
Jacksonville State 63, Eastern Illinois 45
Saturday
State knows it can't rely on
Eastern Illinois at Murray State, 7 p.m.
Aska's return as a guaranteed
Tennessee-Martin at Austin Peay, 7:30
p.m.
OVC Championship.
Eastern Kentucky at Tennessee State, 7
Ask senior guard Jewuan
p.m,
Long.
Tennessee Tech at Morehead State. 2
p.m
"Just because we have had
SIU-Edwardsville at Jacksonville State,
success without Ivan and now
430 pm

BASKETBALL
STANDINGS

he's coming back, doesn't mean
that we won't have to work as
hard as we've been working,"
Long said. "It means we have to
work even harder to get better,
because right now every team is
going to want to beat us."
Eastern Illinois will get the
next chance, and the final
chance, before the ESPN Sears
BracketBuster pairings are
released next Monday.
If Murray State can get past
the Panters, a team they beat 7340 in Charleston, Ill. earlier this
season, the Racers will likely get
a marquee matchup for the
BracketBuster.
That's far from their minds,
however.
"We aren't thinking about
that," Canaan said."We hope we
get to play a good team, but
that's not something we are
thinking about. Eastern Illinois
is a good team and they have to
get all our focus right now."
With that focus comes stopping senior guard Jeremy
Granger, one of the OVC's best
scorers and the Panthers'
undoubted leader.
Granger struggled against the
Racers on Dec. 30, but Long
said he has seen what Granger
can do, and that is making him
prepare even harder.
-He hit a buzzer-beater on
me," Long said. "I haven't forgotten about that. He's a very
talented player, so we have to be
ready Saturday night."
Tickets for Saturday's game
sold-out on Wednesday afternoon, marking the secondstraight sell-out for a men's
game at the CFSB Center this
season.

MURRAY
STATE
SCHEDULE

Arv--

DATE OPPONENT TIME/RESULT
11-11 HARRIS-STOWE W, 76-49.
11-14 at Morgan State W,80-69
11-17 TENN. TEMPLE W, 83-41
11-20 at UAB
W,62-55
11-23 Alaska-Anch.A
W,64-62
11-25 San Francisco^
W, 70-67
11-26 So. Miss. ^W, 90-81(20T)
12-1
at Western Ky.
W. 70-59
12-4
DAYTON
W, 75-58
12-11 at Memphis
W, 76-72
12-15 LIPSCOMB
W, 89-65
12-17 ARKANSAS ST. W,66-53
12-21 Ta1EESEE4,%4RT1N W,78.64
12-30 at Eastern Illinois W, 73-40
1-4
EASTERN KY.
W, 76-67
1-7
at Austin Peay
W, 87-75
1-12
J'VILLE STATE
W, 66-55
1-14
TENN. TECH
W, 82-74
1-18
at Morehead St. W, 66-60
1-21
at SIU-E'ville
W,82-65
1-28
EASTERN ILLINOIS 7:00
2-2
SE MISSOURI
7:00
2-4
at Tenn.-Martin
6:04
2-9
TENNESSEE STATE 7:0q
2-11
AUSTIN PEAY
7:30
2-15
at SE Missouri State 74
2-18
ESPN BRACKETBUSTER
2-23
at Tennessee State
7:39
2-25
at Tennessee Tech
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Vol.

1

- Great Alaska Shootout,
Anchorage, Alaska

ROSTER
No. Player
P
1 Stacy Wilson
G
2 Edward Daniel F
3 Isaiah Canaan G
4 Latreze Mushatt G
10 Zay Jackson
G
11 Donte Poole
G
13 Brandon Garrett F
14 Jordan Burge
G
G
23 Dexter Fields
32 Jaylen Bland
F
33 Jewuan Long
G
34 Harley Nussman F
42 Ivan Aska
F

Cl. Ht
Jr. 6-3 185
Jr. 6-7 215
Jr. 6-0 193
Jr. 6-5 210
Fr. 6-0 175
Sr. 6-3 190
Jr. 6-9 200
Jr. 6-0 162
Jr. 6-2 190
Fr. 6-3 202
Sr. 6-1 175
Fr. 6-10 228
Sr. 6-7 230

STATISTICS
RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times

Murray State senior forward Ivan Aska prepares to sink a
free throw against Memphis on Dec. 23. Aska has missed
the Racers' last six games due to a broken hand, but will
return Saturday for the Racers' tilt with Eastern Illinois.

Pts
Player
CANAAN, Isaiah 18.7
POOLE. Donte 14.6
ASKA, Ivan
12.6
LONG, Jewuan 8.7
DANIEL, Ed
7.7
WILSON, Stacy 5.4
JACKSON, Zay 4.3
MUSHATT, Latreze 3.8
GARRETT, Bran:tin 29
BLAND, Jaylen
29

RebAstTO BI St
3.2 79 49 0 26
3.6 31 31 3 4$
6.0 11 23 7 19
32 63 41 10 26
5.0 10 28 29 13
1.0 9 22 3 17
2.1 50 29 5 22
4.8 20 28 7 19
2 5 4 20 14 7
19 2 4 2 1
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104 MAPLE ST.
753-3161

Visit Us At One Of Our Four Convenient Locations
HWY 641 SOUTH
HAZEL, KY
270-492-8839

200A N. 12TH ST.
MURRAY, KY
270-753-3086

417 S. 6TH ST.
MAYFIELD, KY
270-251-0640

325 MAIN ST.
BENTON, KY
270-527-0110
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Good Luck Racers!
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